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Crankitorial

DIALOGUE FOR STRANGE TIMES

When it comes to pot or booze, most fans smugly swing to “Of course, I would never consider
drinking alcohol or smoke mariju-ana”, the line up to virtue signal their freedom from chemical
dependence while scarfing down their second Godzilla Earth promotional bag of mini-donuts.
In days past, I found fans closest to the hub more likely on the prudish side of the force. First
to turn down the music, first triggered at a whiff of tobacco, first to proclaim their spot on the
couch too far from the M&Ms (true story), boasting their impending screenplay will surely set the
world on fire or discover some philosophical blunder in the latest Star Trek potboiler.
Just down the hall however was a quieter room with closed doors inhabited by those with no
such dilemmas firing up doobies, downing bottles of one thing or another, chatting over things
and projects actually completed and plans for the future; how to make them better, funnier or
failing that, more insane.
Since my introduction to fandom in 1960 there was a more compelling history of speakeasy
delirium than one might think. As pot dispensaries pop up like psychedelic mushrooms,
conversation on such things become ubiquitous and not such a surprise in Fandom.
This issue is dedicated to the wonders of excess and substance abuse in Fandom; at
least as I remember it, and what I remember beginning in the sixties to the mid-eighties. We all
have our tales, of either participation or abject horror. Here I am advocating nothing, just
remembering a different time that turned into today.
THE DOWNSIZING
When someone says they’ll read my zine on their phone, I’m compelled to stab that fucking,
downward gazing millennial in the eyeballs. Is that so wrong of me?
Or at least inform the numismatically inclined it’a not the way the magazine was designed,
any more than a hot pink, 1959 Cadillac Eldorado Biarritz was intended to be stuck up your ass.
What happened to “Think Small, and you are small?” The only pleasure I get out of it is
imagining them going blind by 45, stoop-shouldered and arthritic with thumbs turned to gruel.
All the evidence of misspent youth I had to wait till age 70 to begin showing evidence.
MEN IN HATS
My mother once inferred “As you get older, you may have
cataracts”. I thought she said “Cadillacs,” and ordered two.
So I’ve had arthritis, the stroke, the kidney stone, and prostate
cancer in my attempt to collect at least one of everything that could
conceivably go wrong as one gets nearer the grave. My eye doctor
warned someday I’ll have to deal with my impending cataracts.
As if by magic, said cataracts went into hyperdrive and were
turning into poker chips in the space of two months. My vision
had become a “Bird Box Challenge” wrapped in the Shroud of
Turin with no little fear I wouldn’t finish the last issue before
getting these things dealt with. Panicked, I completed the Burroughs
piece tossing in what I thought the correct picture of Mr. B. and unleashed a dozen copies of the
finished zine before bounding out of bed in the middle of the night realizing I had put a white hat
where a dark hat should have gone. Yeah, I put Robert E. Howard in place of the ERBster. Odd,
at least three zine recipients should have known the diff, and I was expecting severe finger
wagging but it didn’t happen, hmmmmmm.
Both hats and eyeballs: sorted and we’re back in action. Oh, the wonders of Technology!

As I Recall...
Personal Observations
on Fandom and Excess
“CANNABISUS PETRONUS” Harry repeated under his
breath. “A spell to lock you to your couch forever!’
What was J.K. Rowling thinking when she employed the
term “Muggle?” Siri defines the term: (Noun) A person not
conversant with a particular activity or skill. But the word
had been around for decades, and was originally slang for
Marijuana.
Early use of the word in print harkens to Time
Magazine dated September 7, 1931:
“Ten cents’ worth of a certain bird seed, planted in any back
yard, will grow into a yard full of marijuana. Its leaves can be
dried, ground and rolled into cigarets, which are bootlegged
under the name of ‘muggles,’ ‘reefers,’ or ‘Mary Warners.’
Thinner, shorter than standard cigarets, ‘muggles’ are made
from the small delicate leaves of the female marijuana plant. […] In
New Orleans many a schoolchild is said to be an addict; prison
authorities find muggle-smuggling a perplexing problem.”
The word was also the title of a mellow tune called "Muggles”
penned by Louis Armstrong and Earl “Fatha” Hines in 1928!
SO WHAT’S WITH ALL THIS “DAMNABLE WOG HEMP” THEN?
Dispensaries are popping up all around Vegas; and with the opening of Cannabition - the Pot
Museum, and Planet 13 the Entertainment Potplex, Mary Jane Mugglepot has come of age.
Ah, for the days of that speakeasy charm of smoking weed, and buying the stuff under cover
of darkness with the same stealth one might acquire a nuclear device.
And who knows, you may return home to find you’ve spent the milk
money on a bag of oregano. Those days were total scare-anoia.
The Feds promised breaking down your door at the thought of
torching a spliff, and those high school PSAs guaranteed a single puff
would transform you from masturbatory sophomore into raging maniac
or send you hurling wide-eyed from an open window at the drop of a
hat. Ahhhh, those were the days when it meant something to be a
pothead filled with an emotional investment.
In the 60s pot was celebrated and tales told within the pages of
underground comics. Gilbert Shelton, Greg Irons and Robert Crumb
were just a few of the purveyors of illustrated substance abuse of
which we couldn’t get enough.
“Isn’t this a zine about Geeks and maybe a few crossover Nerds
to keep things balanced?” you ask.

Most certainly, but this issue is about Fandom, and exploring a fannish past that influenced so
many, but will never happen again and the second coming of Cannabis. At least that which I
recollect from my gilded tower in Las Vegas which may have nothing to do with anyone else,
anywhere in the world. If nothing in this issue appeals to you, that’s very unfortunate
I don't know what you were doing when I smoked my first joint in 1968, but Fandom was
involved! In fact, had it not been for Fandom, I may never have experienced the over the top
related tales I am about to tell you. You might say that Fandom was my Gateway Drug! But then
you might not, have it your own way. I know for certain there are fans with many more exciting
tales than I have to offer, but they’re never around when you need them.
I’ll wager younger fans don't realize despite today’s upswing in pot-shops, cannabis culture
has been around, quite openly in fandom for decades. And for my own slice of life, pot seems to
have been there at pivotal moments that can’t be ignored.
I was born a fan and remember quite well, the indignities of identifying as such. In the 50s
and 60s being spotted at school with a “Captain Midnight Secret Decoder Ring” or sci-fi book
resulted in a sound trouncing and eternal torment by your peers; I even had an English teacher
throw my Ace Double paperback out the window in contempt.
There were regular visits to a Slan Shack in Los Angeles, on
the door was a sign that read “Civilization”. The Slan Shack with
the infamous bullet holes in the wall as they had detractors too.
But inside were fans worshipping at the altar of free speech and
self indulgence. There were science fiction books as well, lots of
them on every wall, even a library of Esperanto. Don Simpson
had a clever prank of going on the street pretending to be an
inquisitive alien lost among the humans.
It was that New Year’s eve I kissed my first femmefan, it was
Dian Pelz. Can we still say “FemmeFan”?
Later that evening, sitting on the window seat, Bjo Trimble
introduced me to a vine creeping through one of the three bullet
holes. She also mentioned her distaste for a pair of fans
engaged in unabashed snoggery on the floor.
And then there were Conventions; refuge of free thinkers,
contemplators of creative bent, sharing the same space as the
feral, ill-mannered and socially awkward who have somehow
evolved into fans demanding safe spaces within the confines of
Fandom to protect them from each other (hah!).
“We has met the enemy and he is us,” as Pogo once observed.
I guess I missed it - what was that moment when fandom
became so damn sensitive? Was it before or after the toga
party? Yeah, I remember some of this, maybe not what I ate
last night, but yeah, some of it.
Fandom was once a divided territory of social claustrophobia,
a complete lack of fashion sense, a fear of personal hygiene, yet
rousing frivolity, excess and fond memory creation. Today, I’m
not so sure. I’ll bet the virtue-flag-waving some fans are doing
today will be regretted at some point in the future, much like
that hairdo in their high-school yearbook.
If you don't believe me, just ask their cats.

But Fandom even had its own clubhouse of sorts
opened in 1958: Cafe Frankenstein created by artist
Burt Schonberg and George Clayton Johnson who
mused “We created the place in hopes of gathering
other outcasts such as ourselves into a creative and
open environment.” The place was known for spiking
the Joe, nude photography sessions; and like all
healthy young males, there was an instant fascination
with anything mom had warned me about.
The fandom I entered in Los Angeles: 1960 was
indeed a hiding place for the repugnant, who read of
the future, but dreamed of the past. No peculiarity was
too off-putting nor bar too low. Fandom asked nothing
of them, while permitting anything, but it worked.
At conventions however, a different, broader crowd
appeared. True, I once sat next to a fellow pulling bits of detritus from his shoe and eating it.
But there was another more interesting type of convention denizen who seldom if ever attended
the clubs, but used conventions to display their creative talent; costumery, paintings, musical
talents, sculpture and such. These were the people I found interesting, laughing at the pool by
day while at night gathering on a balcony without attendance of the socially affected to chat,
crank up the music, drink, and smoke illicit substances.
I remember Fandom being an older crowd of heavy drinkers too. Conventions were awash in
booze and aging beatniks with nowhere to go. The term “Bheer” didn’t come from tea-totalers
and the word “Blog” originally referred to a fannish drink.
There was plenty of booze, cigarettes and drugs to be had, and there was a strange
dichotomy between fans, being those extra-nerdy sorts going pale at the thought of a beer
anywhere on the premises, and those “other people” generally fringe fans; artistic, interesting,
adventurous. I was somewhere in-between. Women were enthusiastically liberated, on the pill,
smart as whips, and what drug tales I have, involve them.
The following is the tale of how I remember it, warts and all:
I have no insight into the recent upswing in Mary Jane Culture but the years getting to this
point are as mind bending as they are nostalgic. Putting things in perspective, I’ll be 72 by the
time this thing hits the internet and marijuana is a product you can buy over the counter with
less drama than buying a condom
when you were sixteen.
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There was plenty of pot in
Hollywood of the 60s and I don’t
remember visiting anyone regardless
of societal niche who didn’t have all
Back Row:
Tim Rusk, Jerry Fiore
Front Row:
Joe Viskocil, me, Dr. Donald A. Reed,
Mark Shepard, Eric Hoffman, and Donald Glut

the accouterment: bong, roach clip, lighter, candles, mystery
box, and several packs of Zig Zag spread in a colorful tableau
with doilies and candles on a polished burl coffee table or maybe
just a cable spool they picked up in the trash somewhere. All of
that in a room surrounded by speakers and blacklight posters.
You had pot or you didn’t and as Freewheelin’ Franklin said:
"Dope will get you through times of no money better than
money will get you through times of no dope;” pretty much
summing up my slice of the 60s.
I came out of the Fannish closet at thirteen and was
hooked! During my first trip to the Ackermansion in 1960 I
was stunned by more pictures of naked women than
my virgin eyes could handle (Science Fiction and
Fantasy INDEED!). And there were magazines
too: gay, straight, nudist and “what-the-hell?!”
piled in knee-high stacks around the living room.
The walls were hung with a myriad paintings of nude women.
Oh sure, they were mermaids, zombies and Venusians; but really, they were
naked women. How can all that flesh be wrong if they’re wearing space helmets?
My world of corduroy pants and rows of hot stucco houses changed during a
single plunge into the vortex of Fandom. I had risen to the surface like the
hand of that corpse at the end of Deliverance.
Fandom was a hotbed of simmering sexuality completely unknown to
me. Hmmm, perhaps the intentions of a number of “hands on” music
teachers, baby sitters and those visiting “uncles” was becoming clear,
while Bruce Pelz pandered his latest mimeo-comic starring the
salacious Lacivia Lezbo. Or maybe his Impossible Five: Sadista;
Fagman (drag superhero); The Creep; JD (Juvenile Delinquent) and
General Nuisance.
It’s been said James Warren advised Forry to clear out much of this
stuff if he was going to host armies of children. I’m sure Warren was
right, as after sixty years, I’ve not forgotten a speck of it, but neither am
I any the worse for it; and consider it an eye opener to reality.

That really
is a badge
for the first
San Diego
Comic-Con:
1970

The fellas came with dates, tawdry hotties claiming to be actresses or
dancers at some downtown dive or another.
Come evening they played a short fan film where Fritz Leiber was a Genie
summoned from the lamp by Forry Ackerman.
To Forry’s amusement, the Genie creates a dancing minx otherwise known
as Bjo Trimble in harem garb. She cavorts about, lighting gently in Forry's
lap and running her fingers through his hair. A Fannish Boner City I never
got on our Silvertone.
The Genie becomes impatient with Forry’s hesitation in claiming his
“Magic Wish”. Under pressure, Forry exclaims “I know…, make me a
martini.” Poof, sitting in the chair is now a single martini “up”. The Genie
nods and he too disappears in a cloud of smoke. Presently, he reappears,
drinks the martini and vanishes; FIN. Funny stuff. The irony being that
Forry didn’t drink. Legend tells of yet another fan film, so lascivious, Bjo
confiscated the thing which hasn’t been seen since.

Forry receives the Fandom Award
from Steve Dobbins.

Forry Signs Everything!

. . . and hobnobs with the fans

First Long Beach Science Fantasy Convention • 1963
Forry Ackerman lit the flame when I instigated my first convention in 1963 with a gang of
kids; none of us had ever attended a real convention and I based everything on what I’d read in
fanzines. The First Long Beach Science Fantasy Convention, surely one of the first monster/
media-cons was fearless and unapologetic, occurring in the party room behind a fellow’s house
with our collections of movie posters, monster magazines, pulps and movies projected on a
sheet hung in the garage.
Forry, bless his heart used his own mailing list and shelled out postcards going to who knows
how many area fans for which 30 pimple-faced teenagers heeded the call and found themselves
gazing at our splendid collections of genre stuff, shaking hands with the Ackermonster and
experiencing fandom for the first time!
It was an odd sight for a quiet neighborhood with a parade of cars deserting their children at
the home of complete strangers but these were days before such things seemed irresponsible if
not criminal. If anything interesting came from the event it was meeting Joe Viskocil, a
youngster fashioned from the same doughy scrapple as myself; heavy on enthusiasm, sparse on
wisdom yet we hit it off and spent the next few decades inseparable.
On the dark side, when the group exited the Movie Garage, we found everything in the
display room missing! The entirety of our collections had been stolen! The room was now clean
as a whistle. Forry commiserated by taking us all out to dinner.
Sunday was anticlimactic as the four of us sat at our empty tables chatting with two or
three stragglers that showed up to a sorry sight.
In 1964 we hosted another, more elaborate convention held in a restaurant dining room, but
1965 Westercon XVIII came to Long Beach and fired up the crucible by which we were molded
into whatever the hell we were to become.
Westercon XVIII • 1965
Fandom was an older crowd than I frequented elsewhere, and everyone had drink in hand.
Parties were subdued affairs where everyone wore a suit, tie and the tub bristled with bottles
and cans of this and that. Fandom was offering interesting outlets not found in my current
space-time continuum and there was no one to tell you otherwise.
I settled for a beer which I’d tasted once at mom’s discretion, but this was the first time I’d
opened a can myself. The taste was one thing, getting away with it seemed utterly revolutionary,
yet no one in the room batted an eye.
There was this kid, probably eight years old I guess, playing the tough guy. He grabbed a
beer, popped the top and took it outside to enjoy the tasty brew in the moonlight. But I watched
the kid pour the beer into a planter and shortly return to the room declaring “I needs me
another beer!”

The Fabulous Marjii Ellers

LosCon Smoking Area

Tim, me, Ricky, Jim • Enjoying a Convention

Not a single adult said a peep. I watched him “Grab, Pour, Repeat” four times before I
commented “Hey, that kid’s wasting good suds.” That got their attention! But I was only
eighteen, at my first con, in a room with Harlan Ellison, Ray Bradbury, Frank Herbert, Fritz Leiber
and Robert Silverberg sitting on a couch, having my first beer. Ain’t that the shit?
The next day, Jim and Jerry offered to drive back to the con though neither had a driver’s
license, nor a car for that matter. And, there was another impediment to our evening which had
been resolved by the time I got to Jim’s place.
His sister had shown up at the last moment and decided to hit the town with mom, leaving
her 5 year old kid in Jim's care. Things looked grim.
"So where's the kid?" I asked.
"He's with the babysitter" Jim replied.
"I thought YOU were the babysitter".
Jim opened the door of the coat closet in the hallway and said "Meet the babysitter" and here
was the kid. . . gagged and hog-tied on the floor.
"If this kid grows up he's going to beat the crap out of you." I offered.
"Well" said Jim, "I have things to do."
John showed up just in time and ready to go.
"I got'er started" said Jerry coming through the kitchen
door. He had hot-wired the mother's car and off we went,
hoodlums leaving a hostage in the closet, driving a
marginally stolen vehicle in pursuit of fun, Fandom and
free booze.
All I remember was the party. After all, this was my
first shot at being completely stewed. But all five of us
were, in the nicest sense of the word: "shitfaced". Clearly,
cheap drunks all and when found in this condition I
become mellow and contemplative.
Jim swore he could fly and ran about the parking lot
leaping into the air.
At some point, I lost track of everyone, which became
a concern only when I returned to the parking lot to find
the car had vanished!

With the Enchanting Sylvia Dees

"Criminy, I've been left behind!”
It would be a long, long night and one hell of a walk. I may have been hoofing it for hours
when I heard a peculiar 'beep, beep". It was John - he too had been left behind and not up for
the walk, "borrowed" the hotel’s utility cart. I hopped on and off we went, with rakes and hoes
rattling in the back. Not fast, but it beat walking. He dropped me at the house and chugged off
just as the sun was cracking the horizon.
WorldCon XXVI • 1968
My first time in an airplane winging away from Long Beach, California for Berkeley. I had
tasted Fandom and wanted more.
The old Claremont Hotel may have been the Overlook for all I knew and couldn’t have been a
better launching pad for the rest of my life. Berkeley may just as well have been another world
and this was the turning point.
My epiphany came at this World Science Fiction Convention. I saw things, smoked things for
the first time. . . and took a trip down the hill to the college bringing me into contact with
everything heretofore forbidden!
There was a simultaneous comic convention being held on the campus and I remember
grousing about the insufferable smog in the area as Joe Viskocil and I set off in search of the
appropriate building. We found a door sign screaming “Knock Hard”.

Dr. Paranoia - LosCon

WesterCon - My Room Party Remainders

Sam’s Portable Booze & Smoking Area

My Party Board - 1984

One Hell of a Dead Dog Party

DeDee Had a Habit

Al Gillen

A head surreptitiously peeked around the door and bid us entré. Stepping inside, our host
replaced a wet towel at the foot of the door.
Earlier in the day “The Man” had quelled a bout of student unrest at an anti-war rally and the
air was tinged with teargas. - hardly smog. We explored the main drag too and emptied our
wallets at Bud Plant’s Comics & Comix.
The day was bright and warm; the street was full of hippies and shop windows were blazing
with color. There was a small city park full of people with guitars sitting and singing under the
few trees just like the free-range hippies we’ed seen in magazines. Someone passed me a joint.
I got my first whiff of pot and tear-gas on the same day - Homeric.
Don’t remember returning to the hotel, but it was dark and I had gotten my ear pierced on
the way. Clearly I was a rube and sucker for freedom. That night, the band H.P. Lovecraft played
in the ballroom and I still have their music on my iPod.
The ‘70s were SoCal’s hotbed of fannish activity; San Diego Comic-Con, WesterCon, Equicon,
Witchcraft and Sorcery Conventions, even a wrestling convention or two. The Bonaventure Hotel
downtown L.A. was a big con player in the city with the Marriott and International at the Airport.
San Diego Comic-Con • 1970
Everyone had been glued to their copies of The Teachings of Don Juan: A Yaqui Way of
Knowledge, but was certain I would be forced to drive instead of flapping my way to San Diego
for this new fangled Comic Book Convention.
Dr. Paranoia Destroying the Youth of America - LosCon

One From Fantasticon’s Private Kegs

I was familiar with San Diego, having visited Tijuana many times in the
past. Everyone was getting car seats appointed with leather tuck’n’roll
but I was there for the Jai Alai and switchblades.
Forry Ackerman, was known for being the first at everything, and again
mailed scads of postcards alerting everyone to the inaugural convention,
and I wasn’t going to be left out. Comic-Con promised and provided a
different fan experience altogether.
Heads of SF groups were holier-than-thou stuffed shirts only worthy of
poking fun but these comic guys were the real deal with their apple crates full
With
of comics. Shel Dorf was a bit older, but they knew how to laugh, have fun,
Richa
rd Alf
and of course, smoke pot. Richard Alf who financed the first event was smart
as a damn whip, had his own comic shop and was a hoot to hang
out with. They thought nothing of firing up a doobie anywhere, and much of
the underground printed matter at the time reinforced their values.
They were the Elder Gods of Comic-Con, and everywhere in Fandom was
a learning experience though compared to everyone else I was on the short
bus. I supplied movies for the first couple years.
Nobody would have guessed there would now be videos of fans at
Comic-Con copping to smoking dope.
Pretty much coinciding with the demise of the Hippy movement, Jack
Margolis wrote in “A Child’s Garden of Grass”; suspicious of the potential
for pot going straight and fearing the evil corporate hand wresting it
from the common man to create just another kind of tobacco industry.
He ruminated over the mundanity of such an event:
Jim-Beam Me Up!

Bat Brew

Stall wall, MountainCon, Utah - 2008

Kilt Tilters

Cake I made for room party after ConCom canned my flyers.

Jim Mathenia , ?, Me, Bill Barradell, Jerry Fiore
2nd British Star Trek Convention • Leicester Hotel • 1975

Rehearsing for “Cannibal Women Orgy on the Moon!”

Toga Party • Westercon • Phoenix

“Mexican, Vietnamese or Domestic”?
“Mexican”.
“Flip top, soft pack or bulk?”
“I’ll take bulk”.
And before you knew it, “Alex in
Wonderland” became “Saturday Night
Fever”. . . . the eighties happened and coffee
table accessories mutated from rolling papers
and pipes to mirrors, and as Paul Sharits once
prophesied: Razor Blades.
Had I been wiser, would have seen it was
all Bread and Circuses propelled by drugs, sex
and delivered far too much death by a lethal
injection in one form or another.
Westercon XXIII • 1978
This was also the year the Francisco Torres
had a large and enthusiastic skinny dipping
party! Hell yeah, I was there. Dozens of fans
having a great time being silly, fancy free just
“being” and not the least self conscious. It
was a memorable Fannish moment in time
that couldn't be duplicated today. The hotel,
being part of the college, has since been
renamed “Santa Catalina” for some reason.
Fan events were coming of age and you’d
get the flakey-shakes any weekend you
couldn’t find some fannish clambake to blow
your youth and hard earned cash!
I thought we were riding high on an
eternal pleasure cruise, but the Hippy Culture
was disassembling about us; not by the evil
government forces everyone suspected, but
hippiedom’s own un-sustainability. The first
sign to be ignored was each issue of the Free
Press included the red stamp: “If you didn’t
get this from a rack, it’s stolen”.
One morning: Hollywood Blvd. on my way
to work, in front of the Kosher Pig Burrito
Shop, the body of a young man lay stretched
across the sidewalk from curb to doorway. I
stepped over and gave a quizzical look
towards Mañuel peering over his frameless
glasses from the “Take-Out” window,
shrugging his shoulders. He motioned his
head toward the stiff and said “Muerto.” He
appeared to have died reaching for the
“Breakfast Special”. It was symbolic of much
that would follow.

Lisa Deustch, BC
(Before Cosplay)

Xanadu Las Vegas • Hog Tied in the Consuite • 2010

There was a time when nudity was frequent and popular at masquerades and Bill Rostler
added such advice to his Rules of Costumery as: “Every contestant should first see themselves
from the rear”, and “No Costume is no Costume”.
Not that dissimilar to Gypsy Boots was a local Street character known as Granville Murphy;
though instead of a tree in Griffith Park, he lived in an office on the second floor of the Boyd
Building at Hollywood and Whitley Avenue across the street from a market that had a blank wall
running north from Hollywood Blvd.
His office was full of tools, machines and stuff from which he made his meager living
manufacturing plastic business card holders and a sex lubricant he called "Emotion Lotion.”
There was also a steady stream of runaway hippy chicks traipsing in and out. They’d settle in
about dawn, like bats come home to roost and sleep by day.
One night Ricky Schwartz showed up with a new 16mm print of the Star Trek television
episode “The Empath”. We laced up the projector and played the entire thing out the window and
onto the wall of the market where a large group of passersby paused in their nightly stroll to
watch Captain Kirk swing from his wrists.
But I digress, it was back in ’69 at the Miramar, Ricky and Granville showed up in my room
with two of the aforementioned hippy chicks. Both of whom immediately dropped their clothing
and became canvases on which Granville began painting. Finally he selected Gloria and we
trotted downstairs where the masquerade was already underway and the announcer just
reminded everyone there would be no flash photography permitted.

Dorothy Simon

Con Guest Martine Beswick and I play Dino Attack!

Good news and bad news. . .

Following yet another of those assholes proclaiming the earth will
be punished for it’s warlike ways, Gloria came on stage, threw her
head back, her arms out and the place lit up like the sun just shit its
pants! While the MC was wiping the fireballs from his eyes, we were
laughing so hard, I’d forgotten to take a picture for myself!
Westercon XXXII • 1979
Sheraton Palace Hotel in San Francisco was home to many a
convention. This was the hotel with the Pied Piper Bar that
displayed an enormous Maxfield Parrish painting running the length
of the bar from which the place drew its name.
And there was that guy in the elevator with the blank stare
repeating over and over again: “Sit on my face, sit on my face, sit
on my face.” don’t know if that tact worked for him or not, but
“Nothing ventured, nothing gained” I say.
Captain Gas showed up with several tanks of Nitrous and everyone entering the room was
given a balloon full of the gas. I spent the next half hour laying on the bed crying “Weeeeee” (or
so I’ve been told).
Rita was a long time fan and pot chainsmoker I met at a con, who grew her own weed in the
real sounding but non-existing township of Bolinas, CA. and handed out chocolate edibles known
as “Death Balls” made from her own crop.
I downed one with glee, yet after an hour nothing happened so I downed another. Instantly I
was higher than the Hubble, literally crawling back to my room and burying myself under the
covers, certain those pirates coming through the windows would be the end of me.

Portable Dead Dog Party
?, Joel Hagen, ?, Dale Enzenbacher

Frank Gasperic sang till the
house dicks shut us down!

Larry Niven’s Secret Flavor

Church of the Sub-Genius Sums it Up

Mr. Sock Puppet

I was sure I would never sleep again yet woke the next morning surprisingly none the worse
for the experience.
After the con, Rita and I took in the Ren Faire near Grass Valley. We were both looped and
the only event I remember was sitting on a bench watching a goofy play when an excited girl ran
up to the people sitting behind us wildly exclaiming “Somebody stole the tires off our car!”
Rita and I suddenly burst into a fit of uncontrollable laughter that would have embarrassed
me had I anything to say about it. The play was over and bleachers cleared by the time we
regained ourselves or we scared everyone away, I don’t remember which.
I guess things could be worse, I once gave a Death Ball to my boss who was celebrating his
insignificant role in Fast Times at Ridgemont High and later that night gobbled the thing.
He claimed it had no effect, but the next day remembered being at the party one moment,
then waking up in his carport with the sun coming over the horizon and his engine had been
running for six hours.
Gayna Shireen came to Hollywood to hit the big screen, and as a
member of the Academy of Science Fiction, Fantasy and Horror
Films participated in the annual televised award ceremony and was
affectionately known as Miss Science Fiction! But she was not one
of the lucky ones and wound up doing girlie calendars for auto
shops: nudie shots holding up carburetors and such. The closest
she ever got to films or science
fiction for that matter was a softcore film called Whan Bam Thank
You Spaceman directed by William
A. Levey who also gave us the
glorious Blackenstein. Sadly,
Gayna died of a brain tumor in
1999 at the age of 48.
I shall now leave the 70s with my most humiliating story
On my way home from Comic-Con. I was broke and having
neither slept nor eaten anything but party food for three days
and ready to nod off. I remembered femme fan Mary was
throwing a fan fest out in the Valley for some reason I had
forgotten but was sure I could show up and grab something to
eat and recharge before heading home.
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The Graphic Life: Me and James: Merlot Break

We made naughty monsters for Hustler

DeDee absolves
Frederick J. Mayer

I found an apartment full of fans who had already eaten every fiber, grain and cushion cover
leaving nothing for the weary traveler.
There was a lovely young lady on the couch putting down rum and cokes from the tended
bar. I followed suit and we chatted till the wee hours examining the possibilities.
God knows what time I woke on the bed on which a half dozen gals were perched watching a
Star Trek episode, but I hadn’t time for that, I’d gone volcanic and the nearest portal was the
window, as three days of Cheetos and a half dozen rum and cokes were vacating the temple of
my body. Head went out window expelling napalm into the bushes, what a sight.
Mary kicked me into the Elephant Ears and rightfully so. But it may not have been as slick as
I’d hoped, for through my sorry eyes on all fours, I
noticed Mary hauling her drapes to the laundry
(crap!).
Oh well, live and learn.
Nuns, Rampant and Otherwise
When I began my zine Delineator I named my
fannish graphic business “Rampant Nun
Productions” after a scene in Ken Russell’s The
Devils, and at each convention would have a
party with an official rampant nun in
attendance.
Weird Science: I brought 1500 copies of
the Enquirer to my room party to see what
would happen. By con’s end the room was

empty, but as if by magic, the tabloids had gravitated to every conceivable nook and cranny of
the hotel. Now that’s entertainment!
The Eighties: Altered States
Muggsy was one of my all-time favorite women; a creatively smart, talented, horror fan and
con-goer I met via the Count Dracula Society in the mid 70s when she lived in a small flat
behind a house around the corner from the Nuart Theater. She loved pot and laughing, a great
combination.
Saturday nights I would show up with a sixpack, two pounds of sliced meats, cheeses, maybe
pickles and croissants. We’d fire up a doobie and watch Saturday Night Live; times were good.
One such night, Muggsy shared a hit of acid. Suddenly, the room brightened, I felt I was glowing
from the inside out and needed a walk around outside.
It was near midnight, but seemed bright as day and those toothpick palm trees came alive
and waved to and fro of their own volition. Turning the corner I stepped into Papa Bach’s
Bookstore. The place was bright as day and I swear, models and politicians on magazine covers
were dancing while books flitted about the store as if in a Harry Potter movie. It was amazing.
When I returned to her flat, I sat and watched the telephone, swearing I could see electricity
zipping about inside the device.
We were invited to a preview screening of Ken Russell’s Altered States at USC and thought it
would be a hoot to see it on acid.
We hit the campus, dropped the tab and sat through the movie. . . completely unaffected.
“Well, that was a dud.” exclaimed Muggsy.
We returned to the car disappointed, but upon slamming the doors, the acid kicked in for
both of us. We stared at each other quietly realizing we just sat through the druggiest movie
ever made without effect, and now suddenly we were on the ceiling.
Muggsy broke the silence: “We can’t just sit here all night,” and I fired up the vehicle.
Climbing the circular ramp onto the 10 freeway required more pressure on the pedal than I
remembered. Fortunately, the sky was almost daylight bright, and I noticed the horizon line
couldn’t have been more than 20 or so feet from the front of the vehicle. “Hunh” I thought, “my
car is much wider than the lane I’m in.”
I swear I could feel every stone and bit of grit on the highway and the vehicle shook madly as
I white-knuckled the wheel to keep on the road, and there were coins in the console rattling so
loud I couldn’t hear the radio. The car had vibrated similarly those few occasions of wild
abandoned… I had pushed the pedal beyond 100mph.

Rocky Horror at the Nuart

“Clearly, I must be speeding” and would be prudent to slow the hell down. I checked the
speedometer, it read “40mph”. If anyone else on the road at that hour, I couldn’t tell it, and how
we got to Muggsy’s place remains a mystery, and we found during our absence her cat had
drowned in the toilet. The night had truly been an “Altered State.”
The Wizard, and Poppers and Coke, Oh My
I met Ricky at a con in the late sixties. Yeah, the one and same Ricky after whom TV Guide
titled the November 18, 1967 article “Star Trek wins the Ricky Schwartz Award”. He was just a
fanboy, though his father, rich as Croesus, kept him in Deloreans for years.
His interests found him on the distant crumbs of the movie industry, making ape prosthetics
for John Chambers, some schlock horror and a few soft core projects on the side.
Ricky offered my first blast of cocaine. I was shocked; he had never been one for weed,
Quaaludes, acid, even booze and was the last person to fancy such things, but now he was
awash in drugs.
I discovered the fascination with the product of which he had lots and watched his social
footprint rising fast. That he enjoyed. He was anxious to impress but that cost money.
Needing a refill, he’d visit a local dealer known as “The Wizard”, and entering his living room
we found the floor covered with a king-size bedsheet boasting a waist-high mountain of pot.
Ricky wanted none of that but proceeded into the kitchen where said Wizard was cutting product
with Mannite. Ricky handed over some cash or family heirlooms and that was that. He was
spending a lot of time with the Wizard; too much and too often - stay tuned.
Maxxy was an unparalleled Rocky Horror Fan and had already hit over 500 midnight
screenings of Rocky Horror in fan drag and was she who gave me the skinny on Poppers.
Generally a sex enhancement for the gay crowd, though Rocky fans hit the things during the
show, as if tossing toast, playing cards and hot dogs weren’t enough. She wore an amyl nitrite
dispenser shaped like a bullet worn around her neck, as you never knew when you might need a
quick rush, especially during Sweet Transvestite!
BEGINNING OF THE END
I was working in the graphics end of the movie industry for twenty years, surrounded by
those burning their candles at both ends. AIDS made the eighties dangerous times.
Several fan friends, two of my employers and an entire office staff faded away within the
space of a year. Devastation was most evident where entire big studio graphic departments were
decimated of personnel.
I had my own problems, keeping abreast of an increasing workload despite diminished staff.
Endless hours propped up by a rarely visiting boss who would “toot” up the remaining drones, at
first making him pretty “cool”, but really, just
stoking our fires to keep us working all night.
And then there were Black Beauties
dispensed like jelly beans. One day the lights
went out and I woke on the 3rd floor nut
ward of Northridge Hospital where a guy
wearing a stethoscope promised: ”Our job is
to force you to relax. . .” crap.

< Me, Oliver, Fred Astaire, Don Reynolds, Joe Musso,
Joseph Mass.
Fred died of natural causes, Joe Musso and myself
remain. The others died of AIDS within a year of each
other.

A week passed drifting in and out of a looped stupor. Some guy was allowed a record player
and endlessly assaulted us with Louise Tucker’s “Midnight Blue”. The chickens had come home to
roost and I didn’t need to be told twice.
If I learned anything from the eighties, it was time to go. . . I played Peter Pan far too long
and dodged every possible responsibility along the way. Soon, I was the only one left standing
and was told to help myself to anything in the office I wanted. Everyone left in the office knew
they were dying and were just keeping busy. It was over.
By 1986 I’d had enough and Ricky helped me move. We packed my stuff into our cars
heading for Vegas but he never arrived. He made a bee-line directly to the Wizard and I never
saw him again. Fitting I would leave everything of value behind. Years later Ricky suffered a
back injury, became addicted to pain killers and died in his sleep in 2010.
With the advent of the Mac I was doing advertising and casino art. Once movies were
removed from the quotient, it was a remarkably sober existence and come June 19, 1990,
DeDee and I were the first couple married opening day at the Excalibur Hotel/Casino.
After living and working in Vegas so many years in a rarified environment of continual drug
testing and running in a younger crowd untainted by “That Damnable Wog Hemp”. I am now
retired though still a fanboy and still marginally out of touch with reality.
Drug laws have been redefined and dispensaries cover the land.
I have in effect completely regained my Mary Jane Virginity. I am older, probably no
wiser. . . .yet pure of herb in a brave new world.
Welcome to 2019
Married, settled down and pot has become more an item of interest than the epiphany it
might have been years ago.
My interests are more speculative and I have no plans of getting baked any time soon. I have
several generous friends who grow, and I frequent a pair of dispensaries near
me, conservative in my purchases.
I’ll get a big-ass buzz one of these days when I have nothing
else to do. I’ve already had the stroke, kidney stone, cancer,
double cataract removal, and don’t want to miss a second of
anything. I’ve had enough medical calamities to remind me
I’m not the immortal I once thought myself to be.
As for Fandom, it went mainstream, lost its charm,
became a kabillion dollar industry that even those who once
tormented me, now enjoy and is no longer the safe space it
once was when everyone shared the same roots.
Millennials completely missed everything Fandom was
about. I’ll wager many of them were born into an already
existing collection of media memorabilia and have a
relationship only to the whims of the media mainstream and
what someone has given them or bought off a shelf.
I just wonder, in two maybe three years after Disney
sucks the life from everything; everyone is sick to death of
superheroes, and a sea of fake collectibles now reside on
garage sale tables across this great nation; there’ll be one
last kid on the planet still wearing his “I Grok Spock” T-Shirt,
and good for him.

The
Fabulous
Wonderhussy
Sarah Jane Woodall

Since Fandom is now based on corporations instead of fans, and I see it collapsing as soon as
it fails to cut a buck, which at this point may not be a bad thing.
Meanwhile, fandom is getting more liberal, which oddly means more conservative where we
must watch our thoughts, words and deeds as if under the strict obedience of a Selina Parsons
from 1984 taking notes while we sleep lest we utter a “Non-word.” “The revolution will be
complete when the language is perfect!” Life imitating art.
If 1984 gets here, at least we’ll know where it came from. Like the end of the Hippies, it
didn’t come from the nutjobs in Washington, it will come from the nutjobs around us.
The pics in this issue show women brave, strong uncompromising and in charge, certainly not
the victim mentality some strive for today. Yet many have chosen to become weak and vitriolic,
if the “incident" at Loscon is any indication of which details can be found here:
INCIDENT REPORTAGE

/

INCIDENT REPORTAGE

/

INCIDENT REPORTAGE

After all these years, fans can still be self-inflated bastards.
The good Dr. Benford was interrupted from a book signing and escorted from the building,
probably losing a couple bucks in the process and making the con look stupid based on the
perceived importance of a single miscreant in the audience.
If the moniker “Honey” is as reviled as the concom allowed it to become, so many hashhouse waitresses would be brought up on charges our entire economy would collapse overnight.
When Bjo Trimble put on Equicon in the early 70s, she gave staffers sashes that read
“Security”. Those little butterballs became insidiously annoying bastards right out of the Stanford
Prison Experiment. People’s elevated opinions of themselves just need a jump to the left to go
out of control. . . Now they use identity politics for their virtue signaling banner of power.
I miss Fandom, when it was about Science Fiction, Fantasy
and Freedom, making friends and memories, not fearing the
Thought Police or someone with a personal agenda. I have no
intentions of visiting a convention any time soon as I am
certain I will say something to offend someone so removed
from humanity they are incapable of taking a joke for what
it is.
What happens now that pot too has gone mainstream,
lost its charm, became that kabillion dollar business even
the “squares” like? It will be interesting to see what
happens when the pendulum swings the other way.

Let’s close with a tribute to Pat Rocco’s Bizarre Bazaar,
the first Head shop in Hollywood!

CLICK ME

UP IN SMOKE Adventures in a Brave New World!
The following is a collection of memories experienced over the last few
years getting reacquainted with this smokey new world of cannabis. I am
not the most qualified to write any of the following, and you are expected
to take all of it with a very large grain of one thing or another. These are
my completely uninformed perceptions, and that alone has some value or
maybe a few laughs at my expense on one level or another. Maybe not
your level, but somebody’s.
WARNING: Still a fanboy, now retired, and haven’t smoked a joint in
25 years. I awake to a new world where both daydreams and
nightmares of the 60s have become reality.
It’s the second HempCon, but my first potcon. I’m balancing on the
high-wire of senility while much of the country is in the throes of
getting stoned (pardon, “Medicated”). Finally I’m meeting the youth
of America halfway on something. And with the arrival of all this
potdom, serendipitously with the inception of the self-driving car.
Pictures run through my brain of boggy old pharts hanging out the
window of such a car screaming at a carload of delinquents in their
own Johnny Cab too stoned to care to “Turn that crap down you
bastards!” while hitting the Spaghetti Bowl at 115mph and not one
of them giving a fuck where they’re going causes me no end of
hilarity.
I’ve followed conversations and wishful thinking leading up to
these august events and found it of great interest sprinkled with a
fine coating of doubt and a smidge of WTF! Marijuana is garnering
a greater foothold in Nevada with every puff; but our State’s
hesitancy to plunge-in head first must have cost us a few points
on Vegas Vic’s Sin-O-Meter.

HEMPCON 2 • 2015
I hit my first Sci-Fi con in 1963. Smoked pot at a sci-fi con in
‘68. 46 years later: I’m at a Pot-Con, and you can’t smoke
anything.
Never heard of HempCon 1, but always say “There’s nothing
better than a good number 2” and this time, I’m all in.

Pirate

The Diamond Vape Guys

I realize they’re broaching the second coming of pot
as a medical revelation and all, but I was expecting
something. . . .after all the Sanjay Gupta specials,
newsy bits presenting dewy eyed sickly folk with one
foot in the grave but for their “medication”.
Doors opened (20 minutes late) and I expected
light radiating from the hall as if from the fountains of
Lourdes yet nobody tossed their crutches, reaching
skyward yelling “Hallelujah”. I know pot is couched as
medical miracle and all; and I’ve no doubt any
number of beneficial properties. A Google search
found it treats hangnails to Netter’s Syndrome.
There were in fact, no crutches whatsoever, but
there were some hefty gals in Jazzy seats, but, you
can find them buying tubs-o’-butter at Walmart. The
Cashman center was full of 20/30-somethings and
nary a one looked the least tubercular. There were no
crab-filled beards here, tie-dye, Comanche
headbands or Zappa posters I could see. Oh wait,
there was a guy charging $5 a roll for a chance at a
$1 Tupac poster and I was five bucks into that
toothless carny before I realized he was serious.
California's Finest 420

Isodiol CBD Products

Candy

The
Cinedopes
Sweet Leaf Extractors

Do I really need to pillage fallen entertainers
from another generation? I’m still teary eyed
over Hank Williams!
The big picture showed an efficient,
commercial event with the personality of an
Aluminum Siding Convention that would have
caused any self-respecting hippy to transform
into a pillar of salt.
So how medicinal is an $1200 bong anyway?
And pass me one of those $20 cookies while
you’re up; I feel a twinge coming on. I realize I
could get the same benefit from a 2¢ aspirin, but
I virtue signal my canna-consciousness, even if
I’m not conscious when I do it.
A Satanic Libation from the Fallen One
I’ll bet these were the same people who
scoffed at the military’s $600 toilet seats but right now that sounds like a bargain. At least you
can sit on it without breaking it.
But that doesn’t mean they’re successful, After all, the Cinedopes haven’t changed their
Facebook page for three years!
I chortled at the dealers clearly coaching themselves to refer to absolutely everything as
“medicine” lest they allow an errant “Reefer” escape their lips. Oh well, you never know who’s
listening. . . .
Everyone here was so well scrubbed for the operation of separating these patients from their
money, but in this case, the anesthesia comes after the surgery and not a moment to soon.
This is a new era of businesspersons out to make a killing in the medical industry. You know,
like the once reviled Phizer, Lilly, messieurs Johnson et al.
We’re now in a new generation where we can all enjoy our “medicine” even after we’ve
forgotten what it was for (if anything).
My only peeve, they don’t seem to be “selling” it as the product we’ve been schooled on
television for whom this medicine is intended. I can see I have a lot to learn here.
But if we’re really going to call it “medicine” I’m not sure I’d be moved by someone a third
my age with festering lip rings, and jam jar earlobes who thinks Fellini is a pasta dish to
prescribe cannabis infused salves and suppositories for my Lazy Sphincter Syndrome. But Hell,
I’m game for anything.
I remember Jack Nicholson in “Easy Rider” exclaiming “The Man” is at the Window.” Today,
“The Man” is in the mirror and good for them!
Then Undercover cops showed up and busted vendors and “patients” alike.
My rain dance for some spontaneity and a nod to the 60s was answered. Any moment I
thought music would crank up and the cops would rip off their “undercover” duds and bust-amove but this was the real deal and worth the price of admission. This’ll give them scalawags a
taste of the good old days by golly.

Hempcon

Video 1

Video 2

THERE’S A CARD FOR THAT
So at HempCon 2 the Karma Holistic people were apparently the only onsite Stoner Card biz
in the works. Judging from the line of ailing customers, all of whom younger than myself, I
waited till things died down then went in for the thrill. A wise purchase? No. Could I afford it?

Not at all, particularly since I was in no hurry to fire up a doobie after all these years anyway,
but if I was destined to “share the experience” I would have to pack one of these Med Cards at
the very least, even if I’m regarded as a “Hempish Hodad”. Besides, to paraphrase Freewheelin’
Frank once again, "A pot card and dope will get you through times of no cops better than cops
will get you through times of dope but no card."
The card seems appropriate for we older, persnickety dabblers with a laundry list of afflictions
who don’t want to sully our hands with such mundane things as aspirin, or playing dark-alleyreefer-roulette and want the inside minutia on our puffage.
You can only get stung on a baggie of oregano so many times. I’ll wager youthful smokers
care little about such potigree and added taxes as long as they have something to roll. Besides,
if the youngsters find too many old timers suckin’ up their pot they might drop it faster than
Facebook and move to something more off the hook that doesn’t come under the same purview
as the pot card anyway. At my age, whatever I do is for keeps so I do this for history and letting
similar inquisitive oldsters know what’s in store should they want to get funky.
So here’s what the Hell happened from this moment on. . .
The interviewing saw-bones was charming if bored; and inquired regarding my existing pain
level.
“Bo Derek” I replied, which he may not have gotten, but it satisfied the rigorous
interrogation. Sure, you can do your own paperwork and save some dough for buying product
later. But letting other fingers do the walking? If you’re lazy, stupid, already into the medication
or like pretending you have money to burn, it’s the way to go. And thus, hitting three of four I
went for it; and signed a few papers destined to be filled and filed back on the mothership.
No matter who does your paperwork, in the end you’re dealing with a bureaucracy and damn
if it wasn’t over a month to get the “YooHoo” from the Karma office to get my signature
notarized. Having done so, it was another month getting the “Come on Down” letter from the
DMV to actually do something; and that something was this:

THE DMV

At least in Vegas, the DMV contains
three points of conflict: the Info Line, the
Mass of Humanity, and the Photo Pit.

Cannabichron crafted by Benjamin Franklin in 1775

For those who dream big, it’s clear the
best time to visit the DMV is a weekday
15 minutes before closing. Once you’re in
the door you’re gold and by then, all
them suckers who’d been waiting since
the crack of dawn have left the building
beaten and barely able to hit the gas
outta the lot. Just a few smelly stragglers
have been left behind, much like that
shitty Nicolas Cage movie.
The Info Line, has cattle stacked into
the parking lot like a depression era
bread line, maybe twenty hardy souls
remaining with a full command of worker
bees forced to continue their dreary job
till the cows come home.

It was an eighteen minute wait and as I approached a smiling young lady far more
personable for that hour of the day than she needed to be, I said “I’m here to get my pot card”
and handed her the printed invite. She smiled brightly and said “We’re getting a lot of these,”
typed some gibberish into a computer and we were done.
Oh the Humanity, a social equivalent of the La Brea Tar Pits would be a daunting sight but
for my listing on the “Handicapped” call-board. Another 16 minutes and I was presenting the
letter to another young woman who said sharply “I’ll have to get my Manager.”
Oh Crap, I thought, this is the sting operation where they’ve found I’ve been running guns to
the Ewoks; but no! Another inordinately pleasant woman began tickling the ivories. I asked
“Have you seen many of these cards?”
“A lot more than I thought we would,” she said. I paid $8.25 and sent to the Photo Pit.
Rejoicing in the fact I’ve been on government property less than forty minutes, the line for
photographing your exhausted mug seems endless. Mainly because standing upright while trying
to look cool leaning against the glass windows covered with greasy fingerprints and swashes of
hair gel where a few sleepy noggins have slid and gone. To those now outside the building
heading for their cars and giving a furtive gaze backward to we desperate figures crammed
against the glass must be a terrifying sight indeed, like bugs on a windshield.
After handing the MMJ form to the camera guy and receiving several “wink winks” the pic was
taken and I was outta there. An hour and twelve minutes, not bad.
Three weeks later my card arrived and I was pleased to see at least a large portion of my
noggin appeared on the card. I was now a state sanctioned pothead.

IT BEGINS

I felt as if I was packin’ Dillinger’s 38 to begin my first blast from the past.
Now I haven’t been entirely truthful here. . . a friend gave me a small edible thingie a few
days prior - chocolate; and looked forward to consuming with no little memories of laughing my
ass off then tumbling into a gentle slumber and was looking forward to this. I have absolutely no
desire getting ripped; seeking the third eye of the universe or eating a bucket of cookie dough.
Nope, those days are long gone.
This had been a long time coming, much like banging that cheerleader at my thirty year
reunion. So I took a bite and spent the better part of the evening with rolling bouts of nausea,
and paranoia followed by devouring my sofa cushions. What the hell; t’aint how I remembers it
Magee. Clearly I have something to learn if I’m going to make this work.

EUPHORIA

Euphoria Wellness, the first to open their doors, allowing those of a carded nature to legally
purchase medical marijuana here in Las Vegas. Losing the cachet of “First” in Nevada to Silver
State Relief in Sparks stilled none of the excitement for potential customers.
I wanted to be first through the door, but sure the local news would be all over this like. . .
like FEDs on a grow-house, thus opting for a visit well into the late afternoon much like visiting
the DMV only in this case, the moniker stands for “Department of Medicated Vegans”.
There it sat, somewhat out of place by the very nature of its security measures:
Automobile Barricades? .........Check!
Multiplicity of Cameras? ........You Bet!
Metal Shutters? ...................Natch!
Bullet Proof Glass? ...............Yeah Baby!
Structural Reinforcement? .....Let’s see the Toretto Family crack this place!

There were several huskies at the door to keep the riff-raff at bay and being a sizzling
summer day, handed bottled water to passersby. A nice touch; wellness started at the door.
Here they asked for “THE CARD” which I brandished for the very first time, (though I’d been
practicing in front of a mirror like DeNiro in Taxi Driver. “You talkin’ to me?? Think I don’t have a
card? Do I look like someone who wouldn’t have a card?”) and they sent me through the doors.
Once inside the vestibule an efficient greeter had me register and offered a seat around the
perimeter of the room along with a half dozen others. All middle-age guys, none sporting that
“Been there done that” je ne sais quoi but more an air of nervous expectation as if they were
waiting for results of a blood test after an impulse tryst in a cheap motel. There was a faint hint
of product in the air; a whisper of things to come perhaps? Like a movie theater chumming the
smell of fresh popcorn into the house to whet the appetite.
I was called to get down to business. Through the second set of doors - all glass; an almost
THX 1138 sterility throughout. Nothing a few Canned Heat posters wouldn’t cure. Haven’t seen
so many nervous smiles and polo shirts since my last e-meter reading.
I was shown a transparent case containing several clear canisters of product and examined
each while the “Wellness Guide” yes, “Wellness Guide”, bespoke the virtues of each. I wanted to
start slow and we settled on two grams of a dry tumbleweed; one of Strawberry Cough and
another of Cheese. They name this stuff like race horses. Total: $40. Everyone was wonderfully
helpful and friendly; cash only and packaging: discreet. This should fix whatever ails me or at
least give me time to figure out what ails me.
On the way out, I passed the heavies as a ne’er-do-well came in their direction.
“Can we help you?”
“I want in.”
“Gotta card?”
“No.”
“Please step back from the door.”
If television has taught me anything, someone coming late to the game and empty handed
needing to be told to step away from the door didn’t work for me and on that exchange I
thought best to carry on and that was that. I had no doubt the Feds were following me home,
where I prepared to make up for lost time.
First spilled some Strawberry Cough, man, that smelled good. Filled my pipe left over from
the US Festival, fired up and took a drag. Ahhhhhh, I’m comin’ home. . . . wait a minute;
immediately a lump the size of a ping pong ball exploded in my throat - Holy Crap, what the hell
was this? I thought I was gonna die, what a pussy; that’ll teach me!
Sought wisdom on-line.
On One hand: Not a rare event.
On the Other: Nobody knew what it was.
On yet another, Nobody died so I poured some André Extra Dry down the hatch and pressed
on. Yeh, OK, things were leveling out. . . . smooth. Kicked back, relaxed, cranked up something
shameful on Netflix and let the night take care of itself. Back in the day it might have been
Moody Blues or Tom Waits.
Now it’s Netflix, go figure.

DEATH VALLEY
An hour outside Vegas on a hot rock in the middle of
nowhere sits the Moapa/Paiute Travel Plaza: a no tax boozery,
fireworks emporium, and visitor jumping off place into the Valley
of Fire. This is where they hold offbeat events: Furthur Future, the
giant Indian Pow Wow, annual RISE Lantern Fest, and now the
High Times Cannabis Cup Festival.
After weeks of dueling with the Feds, the outdoor fete for those
who enjoy the herb tentatively opened for business: two days of
dealers, tents, music, mayhem, seminars, demonstrations, and
esoteric entertainments hosted by High Times Magazine. And,
there were plenty of costumes, and lack thereof as well.
Hundreds of happy-high-hopefuls wandered the dealer aisles,
converged in the dabber’s den or slept in the shade of the few sun
baked trees. Gift ideas were plentiful, so we bought a few gadgets
for appreciative friends. DeDee won a $200 Magic Butter Machine
at the Cannabis Cook-Off, so she was jolly as a clam; a well
buttered clam.
As evening was heading this way, the desert wind was picking
up; to such an extent some of the tents were beginning to topple,
hats took to the air, and dust clouds began rolling in from the
desert. The funny part is, the Steampunkers finally had use for
those damn goggles out here. None of that fashion statement on
my hat business.
We hit the trail, and just as well. The wind pretty much
devastated the place which remained closed the following day. The
times weren’t as high as anyone expected.

Steampunk Cannabis Processor

The lot was full, and not wanting to walk for blocks, we easily parked in
the SLS lot two miles away and took the Vegas Monorail dumping us
directly in front of the Vegas Convention Center; and locals ride for a
buck! We zipped quickly over the traffic and when the doors slid
open I couldn’t help think I’ll bet these cars will smell a lot
different on the way back!
Depending what you read at any given moment,
Hempfest was a Carnival, an Educational and/or
Marijuana Festival with an “After Party” at the Hustler
Club for the high rollers among us of which there were
none. Crossing the parking lot we spoke to a security
guy propped against the building who was sure “That Hemp
Thing” was in that direction and off we went until reaching the far
end of the convention complex and entered the building to get out of
the Vegas heat. Not a sound, sign, nuthin’ except. . .could it be? Yes! A
faint hint of “medicine” wafting through the building; we were out of the
heat, but getting warmer. Up the escalator we found the seminar floor with
booths and tables in one stage of assemblage or another and a few folks
milling about. We had inadvertently come in through the back door,
something Jim Morrison seemed very positive about, and everyone was
pleasant, eager to bestow information and warmly invited inspection of
their goods from publications and novels, hemp based products,
various social rallying platforms and historical hemp artifacts.
After we explored it all, and made our mark when one of our party
stuck their elbow into Keith Stroup’s layer cake, oops. Down another
escalator and we were in the carnival area but were allowed no further
without wristbands, so sayeth Security. After a half block walk we
found what might stand for an entrance. There were no signs, but a car
pulled up and several scantily clad young ladies disembarked among a
cloud of smoke, titters and ribbons and dashed onto the property. This
must be the way in and sure enough, there was a ticket booth with
maybe a dozen eager revelers.
My turn at the ticket window found this conversation.
“Oh, and my wristband please. . . ”
“There are no wristbands.”
“But security said. . . .”
“I know.”
“Oh. . . never mind.”
No wristbands, goodie bags, and dang no programs either.

Another consternation; why would they plant the vendors at
the farthest corner of the property, away from any shade,
water, restrooms or sitting area is beyond me. It was almost
noon and the temp was heading beyond 90°. Another event
all about the “medicine” but not about those who use it.
Overheard vendor to Employee: “Hey, you’re two hours
late!” Yeh, we came to the right place.
There were sand sculptures and several roaming
gangs of jolly cosplayers; 35 bands promised between
two stages scheduled throughout the day. But alas, it
was too hot to stand there and listen.
This place will be hopping come evening I’ll bet, but right now we
were getting our biscuits baked.

Solar Pipe Lighter

Heather Manus, RN signs inaugural issue of “Cannabis Nurses Magazine”

Early in the day is the best time for strolling the vendors while they still have their voices.
Friends were made, pics were taken, purchases got purched, my pasty flesh got burned the hell
up and all too soon the bunch of us had shriveled into raisins and retreated back to the seminar
building where a panel on Healthcare and Cannabis had just begun. An interstate amalgam of
four smartypants women presented their cases for the use of cannabis in contemporary medicine
which was indeed the highlight of HempFest. The quartet consisted of:
Heather Manus RN (AZ/NM/CA) • Julie Monteiro RN “Ask Nurse Juhlzie” (NV)
Marcie Cooper RN (CO) • Lisa Buchanan RN (WA)
The following panel was on growing cannabis. Who could imagine someone named
“Kushman” would be a no-show for his own panel?
Bumped into the fine folks from Mellow Out Productions thumping the tub for their 70 page,
full color opus: “You Might Be a Pothead if. . .”. It’s one of those earnest fan projects that will,
alas, never get off the ground but in thirty years will give them something to look back on with
pride. Stop by their Facebook page and say “HI”; hell, nobody else has.
By now we all needed a trip to the restroom but were stopped by
security forbidding access.
“But I could pee on the restroom door from here.”
“If you pass here you’ll have to purchase another ticket to get back
into the event.” Oh yeah, that’s right, no wristbands or hand stamps
like the cheapest disco in the world.
So there we were, only a few feet from the restrooms yet
forbidden to enter.
Here we paused and considered the need to blow off HempFest
altogether or return over the skybridge to use the restroom in the
carnival area across the street. We opted for immediate relief and
that was the end of HempFest. Oh well, it was a momentary
diversion.
Video

A problem hosting a con in Vegas is the reluctance of con runners to spread the word! Cons
big and small from oversight or hubris, neglect to inform locals, and pay for it in lack of
attendance. SCI-FI Day at the MGM is a good example; free to the public where TV and movie
studios could thump the tub for their latest shows. If DeDee hadn’t been dressing hair at the
Casino, I’d never have heard about it. I walked among the booths like a ghost; post-apocalypse.
The Las Vegas ComicCon at the Sands printed a single flyer found behind the counter of a comic
shop, and displayed upon request. The hall was packed with dealers and guests - pissed you
could shoot a cannon down the hall without hitting anyone. Same at the Mandalay Bay: huge
con - near zero attendance. Fangoria magazine hosted the “Trilogy of Terror” convention at the
Palms. Perhaps thinking a mention in the magazine would be enough. Not so; and having a
FaceBook page doesn’t cut it. Go ahead, Google it and see what happens. I’ve participated in
several local events con runners believed the public would discover by osmosis. Bad idea.
Here we have ChromicCon. I looked forward to this local, casual event finding it entirely by
accident. Billing itself as the first convention boasting the infusion of Comics and Pot! Of course,
that assumption is completely erroneous, as pot and conventions - well, we’ve been through that
already; they just couldn’t brag about it.
I had hopes ChromicCon at the Alexis Park would be a flashback to the old days, but it was
not to be. I got a room at the hotel, sure I wouldn’t be able to drive home. I even printed
buttons to hand out free, something attendees could take home. I even gave them some free
artwork they immediately ignored. I have a suspicion if there ever was a con committee, they
had bailed at some point as literally, every planned event was a bust, and the smoking area was
a dirt lot across the alley in a strong, dusty wind. Attendance had to be in the double digits.
DeDee, Brenda and I, eager to be sure, chatted with the dealers while the Pot and Pool Party
consisted of just we three, and neither had any pot.
We milled around, and after dark there were lukewarm standup comics and The Dirty Reggae
Punx - fun to watch, but that was that.
Was hoping for a room party
but that was too much to ask.
Come morning we took a last walk to
the dealers room but it was closed.
Unrealized potential for some fun here.
Somebody please try again!
Website
Local Review • Dirty Reggae Punx

Felix Silla

DeDee and Brenda Plugging the Pub.

A pleasant, intimate
convention where we
spent the entire day not
bumping into anyone!
Perhaps that was not
the intention of con
runners, but it was an unhurried,
one track affair where panels ran throughout
the day and we took it all in at our own pace.
Dealers were friendly and generous. There
were teas to try, cookies too. Planet 13 handed
out caps, and we scored some groovy shirts
from M8 Jave. Anyone who knows us, is aware
if you give us the garb, we wear it loudly,
proudly and write about it too!
DeDee and Brenda paused at the Grace
Notes booth to put their feet up and sample
the yummy chocolates and taffy. And dig the
cannagar mold from Purple Rose Supply.
We stayed for a panel headlining Rob
Ruckus: wild man, cannabis advocate and
writer for Vegas Cannabis magazine, though
his links on the website haven’t been updated
for two years.
Looking forward to their next effort.
A few of the kind folks we spoke with:
Herban Website • Grace Notes
Mary Jane Supplies • Cannahemp
Mosca Seeds • Golden Healthcare
City Trees • Fatty’s
Rob Ruckus tops a trio of panelists

First year Anniversary of Nuwu Cannabis Marketplace left
no doubt this was the largest marijuana marketplace in the
world boasting 16,000 square feet with 170 feet of counter
space dedicated solely to cannabis products.
If you’re in a hurry, you needn’t leave your car. You can pull
up to the full service drive-thru window and avail yourself to
the same wide variety of cannabis products someone with
more energy and time would find entering the business.
It was a lovely day for such an event and the property was
filled the dealers of every description: food trucks, rows of
tents shading candies to candles, paintings, edibles, smoking
devices, and clothing while the stage held a parade of rappers
into the evening.
Dealers handed out a variety of virgin and remarkably tasty
edible products which were available full strength in the store.
At the close of day, we sat in the shade and watched the
world go by while someone on stage was exclaiming
something about bitches and hoes and then we hit the road for
home.
Website • NUWU on Jimmy Kimmel • Video • Video

Jerry Garcia, Hendrix, and so many others have come home.
POT Culture becomes POP Culture at Cannabition, the Cannabis Museum deep within
Neonopolis on Fremont Street.
Despite the first thing they show on their website is an illo of a guy relaxing and puffing
something, you can’t smoke anything here - yet, but you'll get the inside dope on the history,
growing and medicinal value of cannabis and its numerous byproducts.
Immerse yourself in the 10,500 square foot museum that delivers a touchy-feely experience
learning the botany, chemistry, psychoactive compounds, and the weed lifestyle from the 1960s.
“This idea of crafting an experience around cannabis takes everything to the next level,” says
Nevada State Sen. Tick Segerblom, one of many legislators putting Nevada on the map as a
prime cannabis destination. Cannabition wasn’t quite finished as we saw it, so by now, there
may be scads of wondrous things lurking within.
Honey I Shrunk the Stoners…
"Cannaguides", yes Cannaguides, escort you through a series of cannaramas in which reside
a huge seed pod fit for reclining and a grow room with 7-foot-tall hugabuds. You'll find a giant
bag of weed with buds the size of hay bales.
And welcome to the art room, bending your mind - exploring the relationship between
cannabis and creativity. Rumor has it, this will soon be the smoking lounge!
BAT COUNTRY! Then there's the pristine Red Shark: 1973 Chevrolet Caprice once owned by
the author of Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas: Hunter S. Thompson, also known for developing
his own strains of weed.
The Indica room sports a Zen-like atmosphere soothing the savage breast; which the strain
typically delivers. The Sativa room, on the other hand, comprises cloud art you can sit upon, as
if channeling the energetic highs familiar with this strain.
There's even an exhibit on modes of contemporary cannabis use. Highlights include a treeswing sponsored by Pax Vape Pens and a gummy bear the size of Gentle Ben.
The grand finale boasts Bongzilla, the 24’ tall bong for which you must fire-up a quarter
pound of weed to get a buzz; but what a buzz.
Video

Video

Video

Though here we learn the museum will always be "in the works" and never truly finished.
There is yet planned an event space, head shop pledged to raise awareness, understanding, and
acceptance of cannabis.
Video

In the shadow of Trump tower and just a hop, skip and a jump from the Erotic Heritage
Museum. Still playing Puppetry of the Penis in their umpteenth year.

Planet 13: MegaSuperstore and Amusement Park.
Who would’a thought that quaint storefront headshop
you frequented in the 60s for rolling papers and
sandalwood, maybe a Hendrix poster, would reincarnate
(probably when you need it most) as a unique destination
department store/resort?
But here in Vegas, blossoming in the shadow of Trump
Tower, a peach pit spit from the strip is the world’s largest
dispensary: Planet 13.
Who knows what the hell happened to the first 12? But
this intergalactic baker’s dozen is a veritable destination
playground in pursuit of Cannabis, education and products
of all kinds. At 112,000 square feet, you can park your
starcruisers here, no prob.
They call it a “Superstore”. Personally, I never liked that
word, it conveys that retro “Adult Love Boutique” thing you
saw as a kid. On one hand, what’s more adult than a place
you have to be 21 to get into? But go ahead, Google “Adult
Superstore” and you get Butt Plugs, that’s what you get.
I’m hardly denigrating butt plugs, but that’s for another
issue.
Whatever you call it, already their attractions combine
not only an enormous amount of product including your
fave celebrity designer weed including: Tommy Chong,
Willie Nelson, and as I write this, Mike Tyson is making a
personal appearance for his own Tyson Ranch® brand.
Technological marvels, such as the Aerial Orb Show,
interactive floor, 3D light shows, giant flowers on the roof
that look like the place has been set upon by Triffids and
other cool stuff. “Phase 2” promises an in-house coffee
shop, bistro and maybe a smoking lounge in their future.
The combined footprint of the coffee shop and bistro/
pizzeria is 4,500 square feet and seating tops at 150
patrons. The bistro/pizzeria is headed by award-winning
Arizona restaurant and craft brewery chain Rickety Cricket.
Plus, not to be outdone by Ethel M’s, the production facility
will offer an immersive experience to customers, featuring
115 feet of windows where visitors can watch and learn
what goes into the creation of individual products.
With Reef, and Nuwu claiming top dog if ever so briefly,
this place is the bar to which all others must strive, and
that may be a long time coming.
Video 1

Video 2

Video 3

Drinking Things So You Don’t Have To
Public Service Announcement #5

Two Trees - THC Infused Beer
What is it? Said to be world’s first
cannabinoid-infused craft beer found at
Planet 13 and Dana’s Place, the cozy boozecounter within ReLeaf Dispensary, launched
by Two Roots Brewing Company found at the
same location, a short jump and stumble to
Paradise: east of the Strip at Sahara.
We visited Dana’s where you can snag a
taste of a non-infused version at the counter,
then purchase the real deal 10 oz. can for
$8, or go for the six-packs sorted as: Lager,
Blonde, Wheat, IPA and Stout.
They claim Two Roots’ cannabiers
compare to a “high” similar to a typical
cannabis edible product, but can hit
consumers within 5-10 minutes; with effects
lasting around 90 minutes. The THC content
of a Two Roots cannabier is 20 to 50 times
less than the content found in standard
cannabis-infused beverages.
Brenda and I bought two cans: “Enough
Said Lager” and “Tropical Infamy Wheat”.
Tasting Disclaimer:
I’m no connoisseur of anything, but I
know what I like. I love beer, and growing up
SoCal my unsophisticated taste buds seldom
wander further than Corona, Dos Equis,
Modelo to Blue Moon,
maybe Landshark or 3rd
Shift on a whim. Don’t
care for the hoppy, nor
motor oil crowd. There, I
said it.
With that in mind, here’s
our shake-down of two
cans, one for each root.
Two Trees “Enough
Said Lager”
Getting it open: Slider
top is cool I guess but
neither of us were
able to open the
baffling device

without breaking it. Idiot proof? Guilty as
charged, but security comes from how you
store it at home, not buy it at a dispensary.
The Grolsch swing-lock is novel, guarantees
freshness, pops right open and YouTube is rife
with clever life-hacks for bottle gaskets.
Note: Ladies, mind your nails.
Looks like:
Poured an inviting golden color into the
glass with not a bubble to be found. Perhaps
they fled when I broke the seal. There was no
hint of that “canna-flave” in aroma nor taste.
Not a particular fan of the “weed” taste
anyway, but it serves to let you know how
cool you are and remind you why you paid 8
bucks for this can. Flavor easily paired with
O’Doul’s or Coor’s.
After downing the can, we waited 30
minutes for a buzz, but found none.
All-in-all, “Enough said” needs to say a lot
more.
Two Trees “Tropical Infamy Wheat”
Successful opening yet still a pain in the
ass. Poured slowly to a mild covering of stingy
bubbles but a richer nose of weed and lovely
amber color.
Tastes Like:
Pair with Fat Tire.
Racing toward room temp enhances a
grapefruit flavor.
Selling Points: It’s the first pot Beer for
God Sakes! 4.976mg THC and slick packaging.
One-Word Sum-Up: Why?
Thoughts:
Taste: Uncompelling
Buzz: Unavailable
Price: Unfortunate
Waited another 30 minutes for a buzz that
never showed. Should have taken that $16
bucks and bought two sixpacks of beer
infused with alcohol.

Half Moon
Desert
Secrets
a true story of spiritual awakening
By Rosie Anne Privateer
Members of the tribe gathered for the journey into
the arid wasteland; setting for the medicine-learning
which was part in a series of quests for knowledge that
the Native Americans felt necessary for training
warriors. In order to become a warrior one had to face
an opponent: DEATH and this would make living a test
in total awareness.
Coming from a position of daily routine, survival in a
world of clinical judgments, any work as a healer in the
medical mom where almost be defined in terms of
provable truths. I doubted the pretext of the excursion
and wished to perceive it as a jaunt into the open
spaces. A time to frolic among these interesting
historical people. The worst that could happen? I could
get snake bit, lost in the arid hills or decide to withdraw
from the adventure entirely and stay in the cozy cabin.
We neophytes, perhaps 15 or so from the same worka-day backgrounds; weary of the mundane and
certainly new to the ritual rites of the “old ways”. There
were several members of the clan who would act as
pack leaders; apprentices having been trained in
various ceremonies each of them a test in the
”Gathering of Power”.
Natural laws were based primarily on the directions
and knowledge residing within earth itself governed by
the four corners of the compass and work together to
nurture our Mother Planet. It is fear of Mother earth

that we have set out to conquer by first honoring the secrets of the land and foremost every
rock, plant, and animal. They each contained the guarded knowledge stored within the earth
and each a story that would lead us to our allies.
With these we must develop a relationship. To become truly aware and put down their
defenses. Medicinal Plants were the vehicles of transport to not merely viewing but seeing
with the eyes of the Great Spirit.
The transitional cactus had been ground to a fine, dull green powder and mixed with fruit
juice to mask it’s profoundly bitter taste. A bonfire glowed and sent sparks the royal blue
night sky and just above the horizon a half moon struggled to be seen. We passed around
the mug of the green concoction while holding our noses from the pungent taste while soft
drum beats filled the air; pah-pum, pah-pum, pum-pum. The flames crackled and licked the
sky in harmony.
I watched my comrades closely for their reactions or strange behaviors. I left the sacred
circle gingerly responding too an urge to vomit and was presently joined by other green
compatriots heeding the same call. I emptied myself of a candy bar and some chips that
have been violating my inner space and then overcome by an inner calm and the lightness
that would soon liberate the body for the ordeal to come.
We broke into packs our Indian guides chose carefully. Queries broke
the cool night air “Where are we going?” “What will we do?” “You mean
we’re just going to go out there like this?”
“Trust that you will learn what you need.” Said the guide. “And remember that the
earth can never hurt you only the demons within yourself”.
But for our guide, all eyes were fixed on every snake-burrow, every branch and rock
scanning for places where we would trip and surely be sucked into a helpless human
state. There could have been deadly animals waiting to bite into these unwary
intruders, but wisely our guide ordered us to look shouting “Over there we will
stop and listen where the light is… SEE?” And here we saw a large rock resting
in a clearing glowing a strange pink light. As we formed a circle our faces
glowed and contorted like masks as the light carved shadows into the cheeks
and hollow spaces
We noticed a throbbing in the rock’s surface beckoning us to go deeper
with our eyes one by one we were called to touch the rock we’ve found that
our fingers made contact the substance gateway. The mass parted and
engulfed the hand. There was no surface! It was as if the rock had surrendered leading us
into its belly and at one point I found my armpit flush to the rocks surface, my nose inches
from the pink surrounding light. A concerned friend fearing I would be swallowed whole
pulled me upright.
We then sat aghast cross-legged brushing one another’s knees for security; retreating to
the circle for rest. Our guides said a prayer-song and noticed
our eyes were fixed downward.
“Hey you guys you are missing something”. She came
around to each one an tilted our heads toward the sky.
“Be aware!” taking place was a show of giant stars
darting rhythmically, bouncing in front of the lace-like
Milky Way. Green, pink, yellow
swirling patterns of light

Alan White

balls of such gleaming intensity we howled like coyotes. The hills behind us offered echoes to
affirm the phenomena, and we pointed to each other for a assurance that we had all seen
the same thing.
The events that followed were deeply personal. We as yet have our demons to encounter.
Growls of despair, weeping and laughing could be heard sporadically as we found once
inanimate, now quite animated objects to focus on. All the desert floor could be seen in the
soft moonlit expense and our feet became wings. We flew over the no longer treacherous
terrain as a moment of extreme freedom I suddenly became aware of being very alone.
There was no one to protect me and I felt the cold shadow of death breathing on my
shoulder. I was gripped with fear standing with one foot under a rock and the other perched
on an old log unsteady and trembling I felt forever glued to this insecure place exposed to
the elements paralyzed into the infinite.
Misery and self-loathing followed. I felt disgusted by my fear. Footsteps found their way
to my side and I was with the guide. I yelled at her and pleaded with her to take me away.
“it’s you who brought me here and I can’t move”. She calmly took my hand and pointing to a
depressed in in the roadside… “Go there, dig a hole and bury your fear, say what you must
and cover it with dirt.” I did so and as I dug my nails filled with dirt; my nose ran profusely
and my eyes appeared to be dripping a combination of spittle and blood. Angry shouts and I
felt tortured. The hole was elbow deep and the earth was cool and steady. I braced myself
with aching hands clenching firmly to each side of the hole and gazing deep within. The
fluids I had poured into it has been quickly consumed and my breath became steadier,
slower, until my chest was no longer heaving. Like an animal I covered the hole. As I stood
the guide came to me; she had been watching.
Several people came, paused, laughing and ready to romp. They seem to have all been
through some personal events and we’re now ready to rejoin the pack.
In the distance a clump of trees appeared tall and ominous. Sounds of lions roaring
emerge from the shadows. A chorus of wild hungry bellows echoed through the night.
Louder and louder.
“Do you hear this?” shouted one member. “Hush or they will know you are here. You
don’t want to disturb them” our leader retorted. We must return to the bonfire, dawn is
coming and we must sing together and rest.”
We headed back, where the light was washing the east with pink. Our steps were light
and sure-footed. There were no enemies shadows or demons we did not recognize; they had
all become exposed. We were a hundred yards from the roadside where I dug the hole. My
guide pointed to the spot and noted for the ground that a soft glow was shining in that
place.
“Oh,” she said. “You see that spot over there? Some poor soul died and was buried there.
It is sacred now and shall be shining for many many moons.”

.

By Piper B. Token
As a teen, I never really believed in the mystical, magical, or
medicinal power of pot. Nearly everyone I knew bought “lids”, nickel
and dime bags, and for the financially endowed, whole ounces. Some
friends and acquaintances achieved dealer status, with scales and shirt
boxes full of buds, stems, and seeds.
They rolled joints expertly with varying levels of saliva sealant. Bong
water sifted smoke into lungs, while the suckers of said smoke appeared
as bubbling saxophone players with droopy eyes and an inability to focus
on anything but the next hit, the next Bic light, held expertly at an angle
where flame wouldn’t touch skin (bummer, man). A coughing fit ensued.
It was all in their head, I thought. They felt what they thought they
were supposed to feel. Buzzed by rumour, anecdote and thought.
I smirked at their seeming naiveté, literally smoking money and
through the power of suggestion, thinking that they got some kind of
buzz; believing that they got the munchies, sure that they were
stoned, mellow, zoned out, blitzed or any number of spacey adjectives.
Sheep, I thought. Zig Zag rollin’, doobie burnin’, pipe-smokin’, bong
suckin’ sheep. A built-in reason to be lazy, forgetful, hungry, and “high.”
Then, I smoked a joint with a friend, absent-mindedly, while
carrying on a conversation that slowly became humorous, even
though the subject matter was neutral at best. Every sentence
became a punch line, and every pause, a snicker. Was this the
pot I didn’t believe in? The ganja god had snuck up on me
with his THC wand of potency. I became a believer, but not a
worshipper.
Okay, so you CAN get silly. You can get squinty, maybe
even hungry (although this first encounter ended in a
raucous food fight instead of a face-stuff). I remember
chocolate cake and orange peels cascading through the air
in graceless arcs and absurd trajectories. The whole thing
was hilarious.
With an enhanced appreciation of the plant product
and an endless supply from various sources, you’d think
that I’d get sucked like a bong into buying and burning
on a regular basis. After all, I hung around friends
who seemed to be on an ever-present quest for it.
They became experts at rollin’ their own tapered
joints, a skill I could never even attempt or
comprehend, especially licking the entire end product
for a finale.
I’d witnessed a pregnant girlfriend trying to roll a joint when
she suddenly lurched in her seat. It seems she was trying

to load the paper with a real live roach and it was having none of it. It shared the name, but not
the inclination, you see, to go up in smoke. I was fascinated. Was she really so stoned that an
actual insect approximated a sinsemilla bud? I admired her perseverance in trying to get the
wandering “grass” to stay in its paper cocoon.
Contact highs were common, but only made me sleepy and slow, with the sensation that my
eyes were being pulled down at the outer corners. I could not summon wit. I could not
encounter mirrors. I ate to dilute the effect, not because I craved food.
An acquaintance had gotten so bong-high that he crammed whole White Castle sliders into
his mouth while simultaneously stuffing fries into both cheeks, and all this while slowly sliding
down the front door he just closed, fast food bag still in hand. Another time found him on a mad
dash to the grocery store after a pot binge to buy (of all things) artichoke hearts, something
he’d never eaten before or since. This he did with the urgency of someone trying to stave off the
D.T.s by swilling down rubbing alcohol.
Then there were people who seemed to eat because they were supposed to have the
munchies, whether they really did or not. They simply wanted to have the whole experience in
my opinion, even if it DID include embarrassing bouts of consuming mass quantities or an
excuse to choke down greasy aorta-clogging grub.
I was exhorted and cajoled throughout the early 80’s to inhale burning ganja smoke through
joint, bong, and pipe, sometimes assisted by a shotgun blast. It amazes me that
there are people who wouldn’t hesitate to put a lit joint through their lips,
hold the blazing ember inside their mouth while simultaneously
blowing out so others might literally be (get) blasted by thick, THCfilled smoke. That was the only way to shotgun that I knew of and
I never did the “suck through hand tunnel” method. Nope. Just
straight through a backward-facing joint. (Oh wow, man).
Still, I can rightly be considered a pot dork. Ask me to roll a
joint and what you’ll get back is a wrinkled tube of loosely
packed weed, haphazardly sealed, with a crunchy feel
and an inability to stay lit. Don’t let me near one of those
rolling machines, either, or a great deal of your
expensive stash will have to be vacuumed up with a
pantyhose-covered nozzle to retrieve it. Yes, I’m a
pot dork – can’t roll it, can’t smoke it. Well, I CAN,
but paranoia will destroy ya, they say.
The years rolled by with an ever present stream
of pot smokers blowing through my life, or
becoming a part of it. All the while, I resisted
temptation, which makes me sound like Wanda
Willpower when I am really just a control freak. I
could not relax on a hammock of weed smoke –
ever. The very sensation that others craved was
terrifying for me to experience. That numbness, that
floating, only meant that I couldn’t feel my head and
was about to die. Was everyone looking at me? And
please, whatever you do, don’t ask me a question!
So it was extra perplexing when, after inhaling
what seemed like a cigar box full of potent herb, a

group of friends suddenly started polling everyone in the room about foods that they hated. I
had tried to keep up with life-long smokers as a new recruit to an invitation-only group by
sharing pipe after loaded pipe in a kind of sweat lodge-type gathering. I had something to prove,
but that something turned out to be that I was a lightweight when it came to cannabis
consumption.
It takes muscle coordination to speak. You have to know how to control your tongue. How
can you manage that when you can’t feel your head? When you’re unsure if your tongue is
moving, let alone obeying your brain’s order to speak? Are you capable of issuing orders? Are
you drooling? Is this a trick?
So I’m sitting in the living room of the host of a bi-monthly gathering of people that I have
known for only a few months. I have sucked in way too much pipe smoke and have entered a
numb zone where I question the validity of every sight, sound and thought.
I try to look around without moving the head that I cannot feel. I wonder what my face looks
like. I wonder if others can hear my idiotic thoughts and ramblings. I wonder if it would be rude
and drop dead in front of my new friends, who would, no doubt, rifle through my purse before
calling an ambulance. I am paranoid, cubed. There are great big fingers pointing at me from
every angle. I look brainless and shifty at the same time. The voice inside my head threatens to
burst forth, held in only by the weak dam of willpower.
And then it happens. The worst thing in the world. The insurmountable problem that harshes
every mellow man. The paranoia has now taken the shape of a cackling gargoyle as someone
asks me…a direct question! Are they mad? I’m not capable of speech. I can’t feel my head!
It comes at me, nevertheless, words that I can almost see. Someone is trying to ask me
something. Will I understand the question? Will I know how to operate my mouth? Will I sound
like I am buzzed, spewing nonsense with a glazed expression? The word-spear is hurled at my
face.
“What food do you absolutely hate?”
Apparently a consensus was being taken around the living room, a terrifying type of spellingbee lineup in which everyone took turns naming a ghastly bite, very anti-munchie if you ask me,
man.
I forced thoughts through my brain convolutions. They were part of the head I couldn’t feel.
How could I trust them? Still, the tiny idea fairy blessed me with the perfect answer.
“Liver!” I shouted triumphantly. “I hate liver!”
I relaxed as much as a headless person could. Liver was universally despised. Good answer!
Except that the universe chose to fill that particular living room with liver lovers, waxing poetic
over the huge blood clot that (to me) tasted like iron offal. Everyone shared a favorite recipe for
liver: breaded, soaked in milk, sautéed, chicken-fried, even baked. As if I weren’t already baffled
enough.
Then there were the stoners that were meant to be f*cked with. Their inability to focus
demanded it. A pot fancier who crashed at a friend’s house for months would stealth-munch her
food in the early morning hours and always deny it until he met a shaving cream pie in the
refrigerator at 3:00 a.m.
It ain’t easy smokin’ green, at least not for me. But it was funny, scary, and entertaining.
Pot, for me, was a long, strange trip indeed. Although I no longer inhale madly – never really
did –you may stand around me and exhale to your heart’s content. It never hurts to keep in
contact.
I’m at the age where the drugs I am forced to take to stay alive
are directly proportionate to the amount of drugs I used to take for fun.
– Alan White

After the death of Dick Tracy and Flash Gordon, Alpha 60 threw the planet
Alphaville into upheaval and the stricken population had been turned into
uber-demons. to serve the evil consciousness.
over the past 60 years, the giant computer system had transformed into
Alpha 90, now with the power and plans of reaching far into the galaxy to
conquer other systems and planets. Agent Lemmy Caution must now return to
rid the galaxy of the Uber Demons and Alpha 90!
Watch. . . he is coming in from hyperspace for a landing now. . . .

Ahh, There’s that shithole planet I never
thought I’d see again. But If han solo is
still alive, Perhaps he can find Natacha
Von Braun. who Besides myself was the
only survivor of Alpha 60’s first rampage
that brought the planet to its knees.

a fan fiction sequel to the movie Alphaville directed by Jean Luc Godard in 1965..
Lemmy Caution created by Peter Cheyney in 1936.
story & Art by alan White with some dialogue from the movie

HAN SOLO! It’s Lemmy
Caution COME IN!

rrrr

Brrrr brrrr b

lemmy? holy fuck,
I THOUGHT HE WAS DEAD as
grunthos! hand me the Fonx
honey bunny.

Han! Han Solo!
This is Lemmy,
Are you there?
Damn Lemmy, Long Time
no See! What the Hell
you doin’ here?

Your father
Napoleon AT U.N.C.L.E.
sent me to PICK YOU
UP AND clean house
here, you in?

Hell Yeah. Follow
my signal!

Damn Dude, It is
you! the past 60
years been good
for ya! can’t be
too careful
around here now.

Yeah han, I
was much older then,
but My timeline is in
flux., so I’m glad to
be anywhen.

U.N.C.L.E. files were unclear what I would find
here, hence the necessity of locating you.
First hand knowledge should prove useful.
though I saw nothing unusual coming in.
you’re seeing a
projection of
what Alpha 90
wants you to see.
Reality can be
too complex to
be conveyed by
the spoken word.
Here: take a pull
on one of these
sliders.

sliders?

Let’s cloak
your vehicle
before the
uber-demons
catch wind
we’re here.

one drag and
your perception
of reality slides
just far enough
to see the truth
of it all.

uh.

Yes, I understand now. sky is darking, feeling too close, The Landscape is nodding on arch
and mysterio, and brain feels wrapped in an old newspaper soaked in dog shit!.

Sounds About right!
How you feelin’?

Excellent,

Looks like
ya got visitors.

expanded.

Uh Oh. . . .

These the projections
you were talkin’ about?

They’re the
real deal.
Suggestions?

RUN!

Crap!
All I wanted was
a cold beer!

This is wearing
mighty thin. . .

You said it, let’s. . .

FUCK’EM
UP!

Lemmy thought quietly to himself: “I am afraid of death. But for a humble secret agent,
it’s an everyday thing, like whiskey, And I”ve been drinking all my life.”

Train to Innsmouth

THE SET UP
Some may remember my grousing over attempts to hit Burning Man
may be no less surprised I finally made it under the sun and deep in the
dust of the Playa at last!
Where fandom let it’s original Goshwowboyohboy languish, it not only exists at Burning Man,
but thrives.
I sent pics from the 2013 burning to perspective “Burn Buddies” I hoped to coerce into going.
and received an excited call from Joe Viskocil, “Yeh, yeh, we gotta go next year!” His
excitement was palpable.
“Perfect!” I thought. Joe and I used to be inseparable in days gone by but life sent us in
different directions and we got together less than we’d like. A week together at Burning Man
would give us time to reconnect. He had already set his retirement ball in motion which is cause
for celebration anyway!
60s through the mid 80s Joe had been affable and unassuming. Even after he’d worked on
the first Star Wars movies, he was still the good old Joe I knew. Several times a year he would
come to Vegas and take DeDee and I to a show and have a great time.
But Joe had his issues that seem to culminate after he won the Oscar for Independence Day
in 1997. He told me the award hadn’t made things better and was depressed about CGI was
putting his “practical” effects out to pasture.
He’d never been into drugs, but whenever I’d visit, he’d be stewed to the gills, blue as a
robin’s egg and barely able to walk.
The last time he came to the house, he asked if I wanted some pot. I was surprised he asked
but how could I refuse? When he opened the car hatch, I was bowled over by the overwhelming
smell of pot and he handed me several bags of Grandaddy Purple.
He was having a hard time stuffing other bags into the wall of the car. I said “Don’t bother, if
you’re stopped by the police, the dog won’t even have to get out of the patrol car to point in
your direction.”

WHERE IT GETS SAD . . . .
It was a “Go!” After chasing down every RV allowed their
to hit Burning Man. It would be a costly venture, but between
the two of us, manageable. We Christened our ride “The
Burning Virgin”. Weeks passed in anticipation.
Two weeks till Burning Man. . . I received an email
from Susan; Joe was in the hospital with complete liver and
kidney failure and wouldn’t make it through the night! By
morning he had passed. August 11, 2014, age 61.
I was dumbstruck on every conceivable level. He was
far too young, far too busy, too full of potential and hadn’t
even gotten to retire.
Rod Serling and Joe

After 51 years of friendship, he was very much “My
brother from another mother” and there was still so much
to do. We had plans for some fun projects that will never
see the light. What a shame and I am still incredulous just
thinking about him not being around. So let this be one
big-ass lesson for everyone to get it said, get it fixed, get it
done; you never know when a big part of your world will
shift without the slightest warning.

HERE’S WHERE IT GETS SILLY . . . .
Tragedies aside for the sake of this narrative; it dawned
on me I was past deadline for getting a refund on the RV
and hell, I’d already bought the damn ticket, clothes, food
for two for a week and even a bike! I was in too deep to
cancel unscathed. There were plenty wanting to share the
RV, no doubt about that, but not a one willing to share the
expense (cheap bastards!). I had ads on the Burning
Classifieds, Facebook pages and elsewhere. No practical
nibbles. Looked like I’ll be squeezing blood from plastic.
I was scrambling for ways to unload the entire project,
or find anyone to share the burden; but there was none to
be found. Thought of selling something - nah, got nuthin’,
bummer.
I cranked out a trio of 16x20” posters and some cheap
promo pieces to go for less than $20. I asked for a piddling
two grand just in case some Daddy Warbucks catches wind,
but if I scored $300 that would cover two tanks of gas and
I would be happy as a clam.
Hmmmm, if I did a video making fun of myself, maybe
everyone would know I was in on the joke that anyone
should give me money for anything, much less playing in
the dirt for a week! DeDee took a bunch of pics I arranged
as a wacky slideshow and narrated over it! Who knows, if
somebody busts a gut, I’d be in the bucks! The video is
HERE.

WHERE IT GETS STUPID . . . .
The video goes up, the emails go out. Just maybe
somebody I’d been feeding art to for the last forty years
would slip me a fiver; I could only dream. A few days
later, obliging friends had my tally up to $452 and
was feeling pretty swell about it. No, nothing from
the fans as expected.
Then something happened I wasn’t expecting. I
received an email from the Burning Man legal
department! The initial letter was cordial enough,
even pleasant, but it was that cut and paste job
at the bottom stating, oh, how did they put it?
“Use of Burning Man's intellectual property to

purchase tickets and pay for expenses to attend Burning Man is
something we simply do not permit of anyone.”
And continued with something to the effect: Should I not
have the offending page removed in twenty-four hours they’d
start legal proceedings.
Crap, just what I needed; some rat bastard from the Burning
Classifieds squealed about my posters. I was in no condition to
argue with anyone holding all the cards so I waited twentythree and a half hours, took in another $20 then shit-canned
the Indiegogo page at $472 which had thankfully already been
deposited to my account.
Another hundred bucks appeared later in cash so I was
bucks up and had nothing to complain about; I guess. If Joe
had been there, he’d be laughing his ass off.

WHERE IT GETS REAL . . . .
It was a week to blast-off and any chance of finding a sugar
daddy was dwindling quickly. DeDee had absolutely no desire to
wallow in the dust!
I found a young jolly couple flying in from New York and
needed a one-way lift to the Man. In exchange they would fill
up the tanks and help with driving. At that point I couldn’t turn
it down and we became a trio heading five hundred miles north
behind the wheel of The Burning Virgin.
At this point I must confess the whole idea felt more like an
obligation than a pleasure cruise. An obligation to everyone who
chipped in and certainly an obligation to Joe who should have
been there from the get-go.
No turning back now…

ON THE ROAD . . . .
At 6:00 am, Sunday, August 25 we were in the wind. Never
having driven a 25 foot RV I had all manner of horrors taking
out a mailbox or light post making a right turn or wiping out a
gas station awning but it was a thankfully uneventful trip.
Through Tonopah, Wadsworth, Nixon, Schurz, past Little
Jenny Creek, and Empire. Real sounding but vaporous hints of
civilization on the roadway whose sole purpose was to extort
money from unwary travelers caught exceeding the speed limit
that changes on a whim.
Of this we had been warned and continued cautiously. I
remembered my mother’s words of wisdom when handing me
keys to my first car “Never set yourself up and if you get
stopped, it’s Yes Sir, No Sir.” Words to live by that have never
let me down.
Of this we had been warned and continued cautiously.
My millennial companions, Andy and Juliette half my age and
full of enthusiasm.

He was hoping to capture some great
footage and she… well, elegant, free
and toted an old Polaroid Land Camera
found in an attic; the kind where a
picture pops from the bottom of the camera. She
also had a dozen boxes of film for the thing decades old and
the best results it produced were several shades of gray not resembling
anything in the known universe, but every shot pleased her to no end and far be it from
me to say she wasn’t on to something.
It was getting dark as we hit the Burner friendly Walmart in Fernley. A good place to refresh,
fill the tank and load the last minute supplies. They picked up several bags of goodies and a pair
of bikes! The Man was only 80 miles away, following the serpentine 447 past the ever dwindling
Pyramid Lake and beyond, and we found ourselves in a northbound line of tail lights. The road
was black as pitch; headlights seem to cast not the slightest hint of light and the terrain and sky
were indistinguishable from one another.
Stopped in Gerlach, 9pm, the jumping off place for Burning Man and home of the awesome
Fly Geyser. Roadside booths promised your last chance to load up on EL wire, LED lights, flashy
things and other gimcracks you’d have little use for anywhere else on earth!
Back on the road, if it wasn’t for rumbling over uncountable cattle grates it would seem as if
we were standing still, but at last the line of vehicles now bumper to bumper snaked off the
highway onto “Gate Road”; 8 miles of crags, rocks and ghosts of burnings past. Hardly a yellow
brick road but guaranteed to terminate at THE MAN!

STUCK . . . .
In the distance the sky came alive with lightning and thunder, followed by rain, lots of rain, a
blanket of hail machine-gunned against the body of the RV. Burning Man Radio announced
everything had come to a halt. The wet road doesn’t cotton to travelers and umpteen thousand
were stranded where we stood and slowly sunk into the mud. Those who didn’t make it onto
“Gate Road” were forced to deal with it and find elsewhere off-road to spend the night.
The three of us and thousands of others remained mired till morning. A very overcast, chilly
and wet morning indeed. Entrance to Burning Man would be permitted only after the road had
dried! And when that should occur was anyone’s guess.
At the first hint of daylight, my travelers and I were eager to explore the muddy terrain.
Hundreds of others spilled onto the roadway who spent the night in crampier quarters than we
and needed to stretch just about everything that could be stretched.
As the sun peeked through the clouds, it gave promise to continue our road trip! There were
those who felt at home where they stood and began partying early and on the spot.

TARWATER

Some
sorry folk
were forced to seek the
Porta-Potties initially placed for a
quickly moving crowd, not 20,000 waylaid
Burners. I will die with the image of this
circumstance in my brain. It was here I was struck with
the epiphany: “An RV at Any Price.”
Meanwhile, bands had taken roost on RV roofs and crazed
sycophants danced and gyrated in the mud! Others built mud
sculptures while daintier sorts such as myself stepped gingerly among
the mud puddles. The soil slowly returned to it’s hard-packed state. All
ears were glued to the radio for news of entrance! Twenty-Three hours had
past when we got the go-ahead!
The Burning Virgin lurched forward. We passed through the inspection gate
where they tear tickets and search for stowaways, then reached the greeters
who hand out event books, maps and printed thingies. I bought a case of beer
specifically for these folk as they get dry on the range I’m told.
Soon we arrived at what we determined to be legit streets. Torches and
camp lights cast some glow on the road. Suddenly, right in front of us in the
glare of the headlights; a half dozen kids on bikes, each wearing a werewolf
mask; Zoom they flew past, bells ringing as if to say “You’re not in Kansas
anymore, buddy.” And truly we weren’t.

IT ONLY YURTS WHEN I LAUGH. . .
I was introduced to a family of longtime Burners collectively known as
“Tarwater”: hearty archeologists (really) who call the Playa home.

And get this, the head Tarwetter has written several genre bits and a
fantasy novel “Bad Gods”.
I located the camp near the jolly intersection of 6:00 and Gold and with
RV secured, a half dozen in-house Tarwaterians and I spent an hour
chatting it up and passing a bottle of tequila around the campfire which
always puts things in perspective.
While some of the group were still stranded on the old rugged road, a
few early birds had tamed their territory and sported all the comforts of
home with a pair of couches, chairs, rugs, tables, and a makeshift kitchen
easily approved by Martha Stewart.
Wasn’t long before the rest of the group arrived and commenced
assembling their yurts from a pile of foam panels into a comfy bungalow
that went together like a doll house in a few minutes; complete with
generated power, air conditioner and plenty of comfy pillows. The finished
domicile looked like the clubhouse I wanted as a kid.
Afterwards, everyone chose to wander into the night in search of
adventure. I was beat from the drive and chose to stay aboard getting the
interior in order and waiting for daylight to explore. I was wired and sleep
didn’t come easily.
It’s Monday morning and ready to start the day; and a lovely day
indeed; bright sun, easy heat and little dust.
Rain tempered the much touted dust storms as the weather for the
entire event was more modest than I’d seen on any YouTube videos.
Putting my foot on Burning Man soil for the first time in broad daylight
was tantamount to Neil Armstrong setting foot on the moon and never
during the week I didn’t wish Joe was there. The New Yorkies had flown the
coup and I would
not see them
again.
At Tarwater a
welcome
breakfast sizzled on
the grill and a cozy
pleasure ensued relaxing
under flapping tapestries
in a soft wind putting
down a fine breakfast.
Burners known and
unknown came, regaled
the group with tales
of things already
seen and done.
It was a lazy
day and I was
hard pressed
to leave the
couch and
amiable
chatter.

But time had come and I could find no reasons to remain in repose. My bike was ready for
adventure and off to explore this unknown territory. There’s no way to explain just how big this
place is.
It’s two miles across at the furthest points and I’m here to tell you, it’s even bigger at night!
There’s also a radio station, several medical facilities for the stupid, uncountable bars, dives,
discos, dark places, exhibits, art projects, vehicles, people, hangouts as scurrilous as anything
you might find in the Mos Eisley cantina and lots of people: 65,992 at last tally. Wait, never
mind, I just explained it.
Those who chose to wear something went for sparse and light. Costumes flourished. Many in
steampunkish garb; the only difference being, goggles are a necessity when dust kicks up, not
just facinators for your hat.
Bikes are de rigueur for getting around Burning Man. And I must
have spent a good 5 hours on Old Paint the very first day and was
painfully reminded the first two nights waking to charley-horses in both
thighs which had me gyrating about the sheets as if possessed by
demons, but soon passed out again as if nothing had happened.
I had accoutered my wheels with a flag to aid in locating the
thing in the sea of bikes and bizarre contrivances that pile up
outside watering holes and attractions. I must also report that
although the altitude of Burning Man is a mere 1800 feet above
Vegas approaching four thousand feet above see level, I noticed a
marked change in performance and increased lethargy from the
change in oxygen supply. Hell, I never realized I was sucking up
so much air. Over the entire week I had eaten very little and
most of my enthusiasm was relegated to just sitting and
staring at stuff. Even kicking back at the camp, there is a
steady stream of sights passing by, riding by, driving or
careening past that promised even immobility can be
entertaining.
Burning Man is a social oxymoron. It could be
truthfully said there is something here for everyone, but equally
true this place isn’t for everyone. There is dust (Despite having a
shower, I noticed my hair had turned to stone), impromptu nudity,
nonstop ear shattering music, isolation, crowds, copious amounts of
free booze, camaraderie, strangers, all manner of free expression,
entertainment both frenetic as it can be etherial, art cars, giant art
cars, things to ride, things to fall off of and yes, even an
opportunity to die. Sure, it says on the back of your ticket there is
a possibility of DEATH!
Sure enough, every year someone bites the big one or gets
horribly maimed from any number of calamities that can befall
mere mortals in such a place miles from anywhere. There is so
much to see and do, it’s impossible to tackle Burning Man in

just a week and I had planned waiting till Thursday to visit The Man himself and The Temple
before their burning. It was surreal riding my bike up the long road to The Man I had seen so
many times in videos and photographs.
The theme this year is “Caravansary”; yes a real word meaning a central courtyard for
travelers in desert regions of Asia and North Africa. A trailer park for your camels if you will.
With this in mind, The Man was surrounded by a Bedouin camp with a series of exhibits,
demonstrations, music, libraries, dancing, sights, sounds and those checking it all out. For now,
it’s time to enjoy the entertainments, sun, dust, the people, and cumulative energy.
The Man was quite tall standing 105 feet like some daikaiju storming into a village and
enhanced the feeling we were all just tourists in a strange land. In just a few days, The Man will
raise his arms to the sky and die a glorious death consumed in flames!
This was also the day to hit The Temple of Grace intended as a sacred place for “memorials,
reflection, celebration, and to commemorate life transitions.” This year, The Temple is 70 feet
high with a total area 80x80’ square.
The structure featured a dome within a graceful curved body of intricately cut wooden panels
on both exterior and interior. There were eight altars surrounding the temple spaced along the
low-walled courtyard. For all the work building this sacred place,
like The Man it too will burn to ash in just a few days. Before
that happens however, I had made a tribute for Joe to hang
among the hundreds if not thousands of memorials to be
found within. It was impaled to the outside of The Temple
near the doorway to greet all those who entered this place
where resides the heartiest helping of tranquility you will
find at Burning Man.
There’s a heavy emphasis on spirituality here; a
veritable buffet of such things. Spirituality is where
you find it I suppose, or where you put it after you
bring it yourself. Everyone should be blown where
the winds take them and as you maneuver from
place to place you hear a lot of those words like
“Life Journey”, “Gaia”, “Karma”, Namaste”,
“Consciousness” and “Kemosabe”.
The senses reel at the variety of visual delights
and sometimes, just standing alone in the middle of
nowhere taking in the festive horizon can be pretty
amazing.
But you can’t completely isolate yourself anywhere
on the Playa as there is always music wafting across
the desert from any number of sites unknown.
I must confess a certain surprise; I saw
absolutely no public drunkenness, nor a single
soul passed out anywhere, nor public puking
which is more than I can say for the VSFA
Halloween party that had maybe 50 people
extant and it’s own share of re-introduced
finger-foods. I’m sure there was plenty of
stupefaction and hurling to be found if you

knew where to look, which means this newbie didn’t find the venue’s most riotous goings-on.
The most dynamic projectile vomiting I’ve ever witnessed was a New Years party aboard the
Queen Mary. The lovely floors had become a psychedelic tapestry to excess. Who says history
can’t be colorful?
For many, kilts are the preferred manly dress of Burning Man and I bought one for the
occasion. No, not one of those fussy Prince Charlie things, but something that’ll stand up the
dust, wind, falling down and looks better the dirtier it gets. I am now here to admit there is a
definite comfort and practicality factor to the thing although I spent an inordinate amount of
time in “Excessively Conscious Sitting Procedures”.
Rambling across the Playa, you’ll be amazed by the Art Cars, loosely defined as vehicles
mutated into something wholly other. Some small and cozy, others juggernauts capable of
carrying dozens of people, maybe a band and sound system blaring across the sand and
blasting flames as they go! At night, everything comes out of hiding. Peaceful camps become
wild, bacchanals in a frenzy of music, dance and lights. Maybe easy in the city, but in the
middle of nowhere you are required to bring your own power systems to crank up a disco as
bright and hypnotic as any big city blowout!

s if drawn by some unseen calling into
the wasteland, a thousand upon thousand
Burners leave their tents, their yurts and RVs to
step into the night and drawn purposely
toward The Man.
Down the lighted roadway concluding at
the great figure who in a few hours will be
reduced to so much soot and ash.
Like the best Hollywood spectacle, the
bells, gongs, the low thrum of chanting, a
ceremonial cart carrying the sacred flame
followed by hundreds of robed Keepers of the
Fire, the shuffling of thousands of feet across
the sand and lapping of wind-tossed flames
on torches passed solemnly like specters in
the night, closer and closer they come . . . . .

It’s called. . . . . .

The Bedouins had disappeared into the night and
left the man vulnerable to attack.
Thousands of people arrived this night and begin
to crowd around the perimeter in expectation of what
was to come. As the Keepers of the Flame arrive at
the base of The Man, chaos ensues as the ceremony
continues. Hundreds of fire spinners - selected
groups from around the globe have joined the melée
and the air fills with the sound of flames whipping
as they’re spun about. Dancing girls gyrate to the
dizzying drums like a spectacle from Intolerance
and the air becomes palpable with the thunderous

thrumming as flame cannons burst all around us and
the excited crowd becomes as one!
Something mystical is going on and suddenly you
notice The Man’s arms begin to rise skyward. Higher
and higher as if rejoicing his inevitable fate.
Colorful lazer beams play about The Man while the
spectators can’t decide whether to scream and
wildly wave their arms about or become hushed
and solemn in wrapt antici. . . .pation!
AND THEN. . . .

Not everything at Burning Man is extreme. The events range from daily tea parties, morning
meditation, free breakfast donuts, spaghetti dinners, more meditation with gongs and a
didgeridoo for good measure. Endless eco seminars, digital fabrication, numerous meditations
and yoga, steam lodges, Margarita parties and yes Naked Body Counseling and more. . . lots
more. If you can afford to get here, everything is without cost.
The place abounds with music for every taste, from bluegrass jams to acapella choirs and
bagpipes, stilt-walking lessons, the chocolate martini party and happy hour at any hour of the
day (or night).
Then there’s the dust; twirling Dust Devils appear from nowhere and can spin through your
camp sharing any of your belongings with a camp on the next block if you’re not careful, and
then there’s the billowing clouds of dust like brown cumuli that sweep across the Playa and force
you to put on your goggles and dust-mask. Sometimes there’s a whiteout with dust so thick it is
best to just stand in place until it subsides lest you crash into someone or something stumbling
blindly around. Just imagine some place in the desert where hats go to die. One moment the sky
can be as blue as… um, the sky! The next moment a tan dusty carpet envelopes you from the
horizon.
At night everything becomes more spectacular when art cars turn on their lights. Some
become fireballs, dragons, spaceships, or wild animals while others become ghostly ships sailing
across the sea of sand.
Fire you might imagine is the big draw here in all it’s forms, whether topping a Tiki torch
inviting you to a party, an art car blasting its horrifying fire cannons or an art installation.
The Man explodes into flames amid a barrage of fireworks!
Cheers and screams fill the air, the crowd goes wild! Thousands of people watched for a good
forty minutes until The Man buckled under the fire and toppled to the ground amid a flurry of
sparks and gasps - it is done. Slowly much of the crowd disperses while others wait till morning
and the last ember fades away. Perhaps some are sad as they wander back to their camps, but
soon they will be reveling the night away as for many this will be their last night.
I decided to leave Burning Man at midnight after the burn in hopes of avoiding the longer
exodus that can take literally 8 hours to funnel thousands of vehicles from nine lanes on the
Playa to one lane on the rural highway. This night, it took just an hour from Tarwater camp to
447! I was making the trip home alone - a ten hour trip and getting out of the valley in pitch
blackness was the hardest part for me anyway.
Reaching the Fernley Walmart, I slid into the farthest slot and hit the sack. When my peepers
finally peeped, there was a faint hint of dawn coming over the horizon on Sunday morning,
exactly 7 days to the hour I left Las Vegas I filled the tank and hit the road home.
Ten hours later, I pulled up to the house squealing the tires against the curb. I can’t consider
this trip done until I return the RV. But for now I’m hitting the sack and will leave the Burning
Virgin for tomorrow. Alas, I’m wired again and won’t sleep for two days.
Come Monday morning DeDee (bless’er heart) helped me clean the innards of the beast as
there was at least an inch of dust in, on and around everything! I took several box-fans, placed
them in the windows pointing out and with a leaf blower, blew everything into the air and
whoosh out the windows it went! It took maybe three hours to get the vehicle mopped, slopped,
spic and span!
Tuesday morning it was off to the dealer whose office is an international station. When I
picked up the vehicle the place was packed - all heading for The Man and rang with any number
of accents. There were French, German, a Nordic couple and several Asian voices. Fortunately, at
this moment they were all somewhere on the road heading back to Vegas and my getting out of
there with little delay was a snap. DeDee picks me up and home we go. Done and done.
Burning Man Videos: Sights / More Sights / Even More Sights / Oh the Places

theLloydPenneyLetter
The fifth Skyliner is here! Well done. And I certainly like the front cover…more on that once
I’m inside, and getting past the opening paragraphs.
Fan artists don’t get enough attention or feedback for their work, especially when an
audience within the ancient fanzine realm should appreciate it for breaking up all the blocks of
black type. I admit that as a part of the older generations in fanzines, yet much an outsider to
the secret handshakes and all that, I do appreciate artwork that might not show up in the
fanzines. (Locally here, I could suggest Kevin Davies and Lar deSouza as two marvelous artists
who wouldn’t give me fan artwork when I needed it for publication, but who have artwork that
needs more eyeballs rolling across it.)
I admit that I do not know of any of the current crop of fan artists who might be winning the
silver rockets, mostly because I have no idea where to see that artwork. My thanks to Geneva
Bowers for being willing to show off her good stuff to an older audience. I love the colour, and
the basis that even in this rather negative age, there is still room and opportunity to dream, and
love some life. I think in the next issue, Alan, who are the new fan artists, and where their work
could be found. If we can show them where the fan artists came from, perhaps we should be
shown where fan art has gone, and see it in action.
Great to see all of these names, and so much good artwork with the familiar hand.
DeviantArt has several metric tons of the good stuff, and millions of tons of crap, I’m afraid, so it
is difficult to find the veins of gold. Familiar names can only take you so far.
Excellent biography of E.R. Burroughs by 4SJ. I think many find that fame is fleeting, and
fame will not take you everywhere. You would have to be extremely famous (or infamous) for
everyone to have at least heard of you, or heard your name somewhere. Fame is a reward you
must work inordinately hard for, and even then, fame may not be what you wanted it to be, or
may prove to be a reward you really didn’t want. At least Burroughs reaped some of the benefits
of his creations.
These days, monthly meetings are all we have left fanwise. We took the British model of
monthly pubnights, and for many years, we had the First Thursday and the Third Monday
events. The First Thursday went through a hostile takeover, and now, we just go to the Third

Monday pubnight, held monthly at Orwell’s Pub and Grill, in the west end of Toronto. Orwell’s,
established 1984! In many ways, there are more steampunk things to do, so we go do them.
You’ve got to keep yourself entertained.
My loc… I have now worked on Amazing Stories’ second and third issues, and with some luck,
I will be asked to do some editorial work on issue 4. Douglas Rain’s passing was well noted in
local media here, because he was Canadian, and because he was mainly seen on the stages of
the various festivals in Stratford and Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ontario. Vegas fandom has indeed
changed greatly, but I hope there’s someone pestering Arnie from time to time. The worst thing
he could receive from fandom is oblivion.
Yvonne and I were LASFS members for one year. Yvonne, in her travels, went to one too
many remote meetings, and she got zapped by the membership committee, and I thought I’d
share in the zap. The N3F thought I was a member, because I responded to many of their
available publications. I had to remind them otherwise.
Good on yer for producing another brightly drawn Skyliner, another go around, another
harvest from the nostalgia bush. Thanks for this, and I hope you’re getting more response from
more than just me. Take care, hugs to the lot of you, especially Jacq (see her on Facebook), and
see you all with the next issue.

Thanks to Geneva for being a good sport; and her stuff is terrific. As I mentioned last issue, I
sent out over 200 invitations to younger, newer artists to show proof of life. Not a one
responded, just the dependable old timers. If they don’t want play with the old farts, screw’em.
So that pretty much shows who your friends are and how the ease of Facebook is erasing
Fandom.
Membership in LASFS is for eternity, only because they’re
too lazy to do bookkeeping I’ll bet. Hell, I’ll bet half the
members are dead. Yep, Ackerman’s still there; Bloch,
Bradbury, Harlan Ellison, Tetsu Yano died 15 years ago and
hell, Yoda is on the list and we saw him put down on the big
screen!
Speaking of N3F, last issue I was grousing about clubs I
joined years ago and hadn’t heard from since. I just found
my old N3F card which expired in ’85. I remember receiving a
card and two buttons. So they did have cards at one time.
Hmmm, I wonder if Lola is still Kickin’.
< I put the buttons to good use as a thank you, but heard
nothing since.
Thanks Lloyd for continued
participation in Fandom,
you’re one of a kind (the
good kind).

Las Vegas:
Where cars have flames, women wear feathers; common sense and Darwin make the rules.
– Alan White

Lyrics by Ross Parker and Hughie Charles

